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INTRODUCTION ANO OVERVIEW

For about half a century, the education-of rural Americans has not

mceived attention proportionate to the numbers. Today rural elementary

and secoAdit'ystudents make up almost a thied of the total student

population, and the overwhelming majority of school districts are rural.

Yet compared with urban and suburban students and schools, the rural.

counterparts have been little publicized. The lack of attention to rural

populations in national data collection efforts has made it especially

difficult for interested researchers to say accurate things about the

condition of rural education, with the result that much of the published

work on this tonic is in the form of state or local studies. These are,

of course, interesting and useful.; but they dc not convey the national

picture or tell us anything about rural differences among regions.

Quite recently, however, several national studies of education have

either included a rural variable or focused on rural students and

schools. These are the studies from which, along with Census of

Population reports, most of the data for this report have been derived.

The National Assessment of Educational Progress (MEP) data on student

achievement, the High School and beyond data on 1980 high school seniors,

and Frank Fratoes' reports on the education of nonmetro minorities are

the basis for much of that part of this report dealing with the

educational characterisctics of rural Americans. The National Center on

Education Statistics (LACES) has provided data on the universe of schools

-- including rural ones - in 1981-82, thus making it possible to report

on the distribution of schools by region and metropolitan status.
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The bulk of this study is about rural school and student

characteristics. In general, rural students do not match either the

attainment or achievement of other students; but there are some striking

exceptions. Their performance relative to other groups has improved in

some cases since 1970, however; and, they sees to be more involved with

extra-curricular activities in their schools than are other students.

Rural seniors report less enrollment in. advanced academic classes than do

other seniors, but the pciture of enrollment in selected vocational

classes is nixed.

There seems to be convincing evidence tha-tregion is as important for

Predicting school experiences as is metropolitan status or urbanicity;

sometimes is seems more so. Northeastern students of all types seem

generally to have more academic opportunities than other students and to

do better on tests of achievement. Students in the South are generally

the farthest behind on both counts. Rural minorities, however, have the

most disadvantaged education status of any group.

Education does not cccur in isolation but in the context of regional

and community characteristics. The special features of regions and

locales axe usually reflected somehow in the way education is conducted

and in the criteria used to judge it's success. For this reason, the

first two sections of this report-describe rural populations and

communities, paying particular attention to changes since 1970 and to

regional differences in growth rate, economic base, and racial/ethnic

composition. The demographic work of Calvin Beale, in particular, has
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made it possible. to identify the regions that face special challenges

because of decline or unusually rapid growth.

Since this -study does not address the question of "what has been

happening lately in rural education?" a brief summary seems appropriate

hexes Since 1977, an encouraging amount of activity has taken place. At

least sixteen colleges and universities now have rural education centers.

In at least five states, there are rural education ass,ciations, and in

every geographic region of the country schools have created innovative

programs to solve rural problems by taking advantage of rural strengths.

National organizations like People United for Rural Education (PURE) and

the Rural Education Association (REA) have gained some national

attention. The National Institue of Education has directly supported

four major studies of various problems in rural education and indirectly

supported many rural projects in labs and centers. The Deprtment of .

Education has provided most of the funding for two national seminars on

rural education, one in 1979 and one in 1982. In the recent past, the

Department of Agriculture helped support a national seminar and conducted

several studies of its own on the topic of rural education.

Rural schools and students deserve this attention after so long a

period of relative neglect. As this study shows, many of their needs are

not being met, given attainment and achievement as criteria. If students

in rural places are to achieve equity with other students, cooperative

efforts among communities, states, and national agencies may well be

mandatory.
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I. THE RURAL POPULATION

2glIalti2n_sf_ilral_aad_la0ms=

a.a. S.:

Mast data used in this study are based on the census definition in

most frequent use: places outside a Standard Metropolitan Statistical

Urea (SMSA), which is a county or group of contiguous counties containing

at least one city with 50,000 or more people. This is not everyone's --

or every agency's -- definition. The Census also has a rural category,

which refers to places with fewer than 2,500 people plus open countryside

as not urban and therefore rural. Some agencies classify as rural any

Place With fewer than 10,000 people. The National Assessment of

Educational Progress (NAEP) uses a fewer than 8,000 category to define

"small places." For schools ttLat consider themselves rural or small,

these definitions are more than academic concerns; for it is widely

contended by rural and small educators that their needs and problems are

sometimes unique. and require solutions tailored to the realities of rural

Settings.

The problem does not end with the question of numbers but also has a

qualitative dimension. One might ask, "What ace the characteristics of a

rural piece?" There are no simple aeswers, the best ono perhaps being

that it depends -- largely on where the rural community is located.

Several schemes for classifying rural communities have been advanced and

will be discussed later. First, however, a quantitative description of

the rural population is appropriate.
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In 1980, 63 million people lived in rural America, up from 54 million

in 1970. During that time, metropolitan population grew from 149 million

to 164 aillion. This means that rural counties grew by 15.8 percent,

while urban counties grew at a rate of only 9.8 percent. Growth at a

rate of tt least 14% occurred, moreover, in both types of non-adjacent

rural counties. (Set table 1-2, page 7).

A- U.S. Department of Agriculture demographer has remarked that one of the

"surprises" of demographic change between 1970-1980 was the growth of

rural and email town populations

If ever a piece of conventional wisdom existed about the dynamics
of population movement in 20th century America, it was that
population flowed from rural to urban areas. . . . Weither the
demographic forecasting at the beginning of the 1970s nor the
public and academic discussions of the time gave any hint of as
imminent reversal in the traditional migration pattern.

In the past decade, forty-eight states either increased their rate of

nonmetro growth or saw a decrease in the rate of decline. At this time,

17 states are predominantly nonmetro and four others come very close.

Using the urban and rural definitions to look at the states, one is

presented a rather different picture. In 1980 there were 59,539 thousand

rural people, meaning that 26 percent of the population was rural. In

that year, seven states were betwen 51 and 66 percent rural and ten

others were between 40 and 49% rural. Twenty-five states were at least

one-third rural, whereas only thirteen were less than 20 percent rural.

- 2
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Table I-1
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State P Urban fRural % Rural

1. Vermont 173 339 66.2
2. Nest Virginia 705 1,244 63.8
3. South Dakota 320 370 53.6
4. Mississippi 1,193 1,328 52.7
5. Maine 534 591 52.5
6. North Carolina 2,819 3,056 52.0
7. North Dakota 318 334 51.2
$. Kentucky 1,859 1,802 49.2
9. Arkansas 1,179 1,106 48.4

10. New Hampshire 480 440 47.8
11. Nontana 416 370 47.1
11. Idaho 510 434 47.1
13. South Carolina 1,686 1,433 45.9
14. Virginia 3,529 1,817 44.0
15. Iowa 1,708 1,206 41.4
16. klabasa 2,333 1,557 40.0
17. Tennessee 2,773 1,818 39.6
18. Georgia 3,406 2,058 37.7
19. Nebraska 984 586 37.3
20. Wyoming 296 175 37.2
21. /ndiana 3,525 1,966 35.8
22. Alaska 258 142 35.5
23. Kansas 1,576 787 33.3
24. Minnesota 2,725 1,352 33.2
25. Oklahoma 2,035 990 32.7
26. Oregon 1,788 845 32.1
27. Misrouri 3,351 1,567 31.9
28. Louisiana 2,336 1,31E 31.4
29. Pennsylvania 8,221 3,645 30.7
30. Michigan 6,548 2,711 29.3
30 Delaware 421 175 29.3
32. New Mexico 939 361 27.8
33. Ohio 7,916 2,888 25./
33. Wisconsin 3,020 1,685 25.8
35. Conmesticut, 2,450 658 21.2
36. Texas 11,327 2,901 20.4
37. Maryland 3,386 330 19.7
37. Colorado 2,329 S60 19.4
39. Illinois 9,475 1,944 17.0
40. Vashington 3,038 1,092 16.4
41. 4riXonm 2,278 440 16.2
42. Massachusetts 4,808 929 16.2
43. Florida 8,208 1,532 15.7
44. Utah 1,233 228 15.6
45. New York 14,857 2,700 15.4
46. Nevada 682 119 14.7
47. Hawaii 835 130 13.5
48. Rhode Island 824 123 13.0
49. New Jersey 6,557 807 11.0
50. California 21,611 2,058 8.7
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The largest numbers of people, however, were concentrated in some of the

nations most urban states. One-third of all rural people lived in eight

states that were less than one-third rural; California, New-York, Texas,

Florida, Illinois, Wisconsin, Ohio, and Pennsylvania. California is the

nation's most urban state but it has the sixth largest rural population

in the United States.

On the other hand, the nations eight most rural state's -- none of

which is less than 49 percent rural -- contain only 16 percent of the

total U.S. population. tine of the twenty most rural states have fewer

than 600,000 rural inhabitants in each state.

Nonmetropolitan growh in different geographic regions varied

enormously during the decade. A second demographic surprise, according

to Calvin Beale, was the shift in population to the West ani South. A

historical landmark waS established when 1980 Census data showed that

uore than one-half the U.S. population -- for the first time ever --

lived in the West and South. Nonmetro populations grew by 32 percent in

the West and by almost 18 percent in the South; but the South's

metropolitan growth wes 21 percent, marking it as the ene region whose

urban population .grew at a faster rate than its rural population. The

South remains, howeVer, the nation's most nonmetro regioa with 33.1

percent of its population so classified. In 1980, 16. percent of the

population in the West was rural, 30.7 percent in the tiortbeast, and 29.5

percent in the North Central region.

-
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The growth has been uneven in yet another sense. Whereas

ncnmetro counties grew during the decade, about 455 declined. Declines

were most severe in the Great Plains and Western Corn Belt, which lost

farm population., and in the Mississippi Delta, which continued to loose

ruraL Blacks. In agricultural sections of the South, rural exodus was

heaviest during the 1960s but continued at a reduced rate during the

1970s.

Same of the fastest growing areas were resort and retirement

communities (e.g., the Florida peninsula and the Czark - Cuachita UPlends)

and mining areas in the South and West, including the Appalachian coal

fields. (Figure 1 shoe hoii, the fcur major U.S. regions varied by recent

population growth experience.) It must be emphasized, however, that

significant rural turnaround was net limited to recreation, resort, and

mining development i'zt occurred throughout the states in many types of

communities, largely as an expression of people "voting with their feet"

in favor of perceived rural and small town amenities -- even in the

absence of pecuniary advancement.

The Fire Population

The farming population has continued tc decline, however, as more

farms were consolidated between 1970 and 1978 and agriculture grew even

less labor intensive. than it was a decade ago. In 1978 the farm
4



Table 1-2

Metro and Nonmetro Population Changes,

(in tnouvand)
1980

1970-1980

rota' tizametr2

% change
since
1970 metro

Z change
since
1970

gE 49,011 7,397 12.4 41,614 -2.0

P. Central 58,602 18,850 7.3 39,752 1.6

South 74,734 27,466 17.1 47,168 20.1

West 42,952 9,092 31.8 33,859 21.2

7
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Tab Ike. Farm and Nonfarm Population, by Age and Sex: 1978

goi)

11

Tor moading of symbols, see text)

Age

Tars Nonfarm
Percent distribution

Tars. Manfarm

Total Male Tesale Total Male. female Total Male Female Total Male Teat

.
.

CaaaMOMMERMilDM-

All ages 6,501 3,396 3,105 206,966 99,606 107,360 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 10(

Under 20 years 2,218 1,160 1,058 69,281 35,089 34,194 34.1 34.2 34.1 33.5 35.2 3!

20 to 34 years 1,109 598 510 51,069 24,679 26,392 17.1 17.6 16.4 24.7 24.8 21

35 to 64 years 2,405 1,234 1,169 64,704 30,891 33,814 37.0 36.3 37.6 31.3 31.0 3:

65 years and over 771 402 368 21,909 8,950 12,960 11.9 11.8 11.9 10.6 9.0 1",

*dia. age 33.8 33.0 34.5 29.5 28.4 30.6 ... ... ... ... ... '

PIIRIOUSAMPINITION

uu.1 ages ii-jiii-tili .3,860
.%

205,46Z 9iTi5i-fo6,605 100.0. -100.0 100.0 100.0 104.0 10'

Under20 years \2,692. 1,409 4,283 168,807' 34,840 13,969 33.6 34.0 33.2 33.5 3512 3

20 to"34 years . . 11,325 703 ; 621 50,853' 24,574 28,281 16.6 -,17.0 16.1 24.8 24:9 2;

35 to 64 years4..:,4. 2,975 1,515 1,459 64,136 .30,610 33,524 37.2 16.6 37.8 31.2 31.0 3

65 years _,and ov.r../.. 1,014. 518 495 21,666 8-,814 _12,833 12.7 12.5 12.8 ...10.5 8.9 1:

Median Age " 34:8 33.9 35:4 29.4 28.4 30.5 ... ... ... ... ...

TaidolICL Employment Status of the Farm and Nonfarm Popidation14YeartOld and Over, by Sex: 1978

(Numbers in thousand.. Tigures are five-quarter averages teetered on April)

Sex and status

Both sexes .\

In labor force
Percent of total:

Employed
Unemployed

Percent of labor

Not is labor force

Male
In labor force

Percent of total
Employed
Unemployed

Percenof labor force
Not in labor- force

Female
In labor force

Percent of total

Employed
Unemployed

Percent of labor force
Not in labor force

Current definition Previous definition

Tars Nonfarm Tana Nonfarm

5,186 161,421 6,419 160,189

3,273 98,417 3,966 97,724

63.1 61.0 61.8 61.0

3,199 92,002 3,861 91,341

73 6,414 105 6,383

2.2 6.5 2.6 6.5

11. 1,913 63,004 2,451 62,465

2,715 76,377 3,328 75,764

2,211 57,187 2,645 56,753

81.4 74.9 79.5 74.9

2,179 53,903 2,596 53,486

32 3,284 49 3,267

1.4 5.7 1.9 5.8

504 19,190 683 19,011

2,472 85,044 3,091 84,425

1,061 41,229 1,321 40,970

42.9 48.5 42.7 48.5

1,020 38,099 1,265 37,854

41 3,131 56 3,116

3.9 7.6 4.2 7.6

1,411 43,815 1,770 43,455
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its ti

04pulation was 3.7 percent, compared with 4.4 percent in 1974 and 4.8

3

percent in t970. Thus the pattern of more than half a century has

continued, with *the result that the men and women who produce the nations

food and fiber products are among the smallest of minority groups. In

1920, thirty percent of Americans lived on farms.

Compared with total U.S. population, the farm population has

disproportionate numbers of the middle aged, elderly persons, and males;

and it has a low proportion of young adults -- those persons aged twenty

to thirty-four who are less likely than other age groups to receive

transfer payments and more likely to be employed full time. The farm

population thus is older (median age: 33.8 in 1978) than the total U.S.

population (median age: 29.5 in 1978) These differences are shown in

more detail in Table 1-3.

AiD2ritit2

Most nonmetro minorities in the U.S. live in the Southeast, where the

minority population is mainly Black, and in the Southwest, where it is

mainly Hispanic. In 1979, nonmetro Blacks made up only 8.2 percent of

thetota! nonmetro population, but were Percent of the

population in the southeast; about 90 percent of rural blacks live in the

5

south. The Southern Coastal Plain has much of this population and

experienced substantial population decline between 1940 auk 1970:
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Table Farm and Nonfarm Population, by Race and Spanish Origin: 1978

(Nuabers in thousands. Figures are five-quarter averages centered on April)

lace
Total Farm Nonfarm

Percent distribution
................

NonfarmTotal Farm

. .

CURRENT DEFINITION

All races 2213,467 6,501 206,966 100.0 100.0 100.0

White 184,806 6,064 178,742 86.6 93.3 86.4

Black . 24,757 349 24,408 11.6 5.4 11.8

Spanish origin= 11,791 90 11,701 5.5 1.4 5.7

PERVIOUS OEF/NITI4N ..

All iracem...1 ...... 1............. 2213,467, 8,005 r. 205,462 1 100.0 ', 100.0 100.0:

White '
184,806 7,482 ; L77,324 86.6- 93.5 86.3o

Black: A '.,l 24,757 % 416 i .24,341 11.6 5.2' 11.8

Spahljh origin -e '../ 11,791 '..,- 10?
. ,

t /11,682
.1

5.5 1:4 / %.3.7

1The total U.S. population figure here differs from that shown in table A because the latter refers

to the total resident population, whereas this and other tables refer to the civilian noninstitutional

population.
2Persons of Spanish origin may be of any race.

-ice, -5
Table 1. Farm Population, by Race and Spanish Origin and Sex, for Broad Age Groups: 1978

(Current farm definition. Numbers in thousands. Figures are five-quarter averages centered on April).

Rice and age
Both sexes Wale female

Percent distribution

Bach sexes Hale Female

...

AIL races 6,501 3,396 3,105 100.0 100.0 100.0

Under 14 years - 1,315 681 634 20.2 20.1 20.4

14 years and over 5,186 2,715 2,472 79.8 79.9 79.6

White 6,064 3,165 2,899 100.0 100.0 100.0

Under 14 years .
1,198 624 574 19.8 19.7 19.8

14 years and over 4,866 2,541 2,325 80.2 80.3 80.2

Black
349 186 163 100.0 100.0 100.0

Under 14 years
98 46 52 28.1 24.7 31.9

14 years and over ,

Spanish origin4

252

90

140

53

112

31

72.2

100.0

75.3

(3)

68.1

(3)

Under 14 years 26 15 11 28.9 (3) (3)

14 years and over
64 38 26 71.1 (S) (B)

&Persons of Spanish origin may be of any race.

15
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In the three decades from 1940 to 1970, a vast outpouring of
people-from this region took plaae as agriculture was
mechanicalized and blacks went to the North. In the 1950s
alone, a net of 1.7 million people left the nonmetro counties,
a majority of them blatk. Despite the disproportionate
cutmovement.of blacks, a majority of Southern Coastal Plain
counties still had thirty percent or more blacks in their total
population in 1970, and in eighty-seven counties better than 50
Percent of the people were black. (Brown and Beale,

6

Diversity: p. 57). Today, there is a balance between
out-movement and in-movement within the region. Ten percent or
less of nonmetro blacks, however, are directly involved with

7

agriculture (Brown and Beale, p. 53)

The Rio Grande Valley and other parts of the Southwest -- Arizona,

New Mexico, and the Rio Grande portion of Colorado and Texas - had a

population that was forty percent of Mexican- American origin in 1970.

In that year, the California Central Valley nonmetro population was about

one-sixth Mexican American. Brown and Beale have remarked on the

difficulty of estimating how rapidly the rural Hispanic population may be

growing because of inconsistent reporting methods. They note, however,

that "birthrates are high and reinforcement through immigration

8

continues."

In the four Corners Region and the Northern Great Plains, American

Indians art the dominant minority group. Alaska has both Indians and

Eskimos es substantial minority groups. In 19 _, more than fifty

percent of Indians lived in nonmetro areas.

4 In 1978, only a small fraction of Blacks and Hispanics were farmers

or farm workers. Only 5.4 percent of the farm population was Black,

compared to almost twelve percent of the nonfarm copulaticn. Hispanics

16
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made op an even smaller proportion of the farm population -- 1.4 percent

-- and the non-farm population - 5.7 percent. Data on American Indians

Were not available (See tables 1-4 and 1-5).

f.(anificnce of'Population Change for Rural Education

For rural educators and the communities they serve, what does it mean

that some nonmetro communities are growing at a rapid rate, others are

growing moderately, and a minority of them are declining? Analysts Qf

population change have noted that different types of changes require

different approaches to long-term planning -- but that planning is a

necessity in every instance. Calvin Beale has predicted that, although

the nation will probably remain predominantly urban, at least moderate

non-metropolitan growth is likely to continue throughout the 1980s. For

rapid-growth areas, the greatest challenge will be providing services to

meet the needs of an expanding population in time to prevent social

disarray. But for declining communities, the task will be harder as

local officials must choose among competing legitimate claims in an era

of shrunken resources. Local development schemes that are linked to

education may be mandatory for survival; and federal aid may be needed

for severely depressed areas.

In addition, the population turnaround means that two long standing

concerns will assume added significance. First is "the difficulty of

9

providing a focus for rural issues." There are more than 13,000

nonmetropolitan towns and thousands of rural neighborhoods. But they are

- 12 -
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both dispersed and diverse in their needs and characteristics. Providing

a unified voice for rural places that vary encrmously in needs and

characteristics pay be, as Beale notes, one of the great rural challenges

of the decade."

The second long-standing problem is undercounting in the Census of

Population. and Housing:

The states in Which the estimated undercount was most severe in
1970 were Primarily rural and small-scale metropolitan states,
rather than the states from which most of the recent concern
has come But national awareness has been drawn to
(central city undercounting) because of the attention that
full-time professionals in urban governments and public

9

interest organizations could give to it. (Beale, R.D., p.5)

Demographic change has brought a new social reality into the

countryside, one that must be taken into account if rural students are to

get the best education possible. Both rural and urban places have taken

on some of each other's characteristics in the past decades

There is a more thorough penetration of rural life by amenities,
industries, businesses, institutions, communications, programs,
laws, styles, family structure, social ills, and stresses and
strains that `were once regarded as basically urban in nature .
. . . The rise of country music, charismatic religion, and
rural-based forms of outdoor recreation represent a penetration
of urban life by essentially rural values. (Beale, BDIP; p.p.

10
3-4).

It is probably futile to debate whether a degree of urbanization in

the countryside is good or bad, for the trend is unlikely to change

and may well represent a "maturing" characteristic of American society as

it begins to integrate rural and urban values intc both cities and the



countryside. If students are to be taught the flexibility needed for

living in both kinds of places, the change in communities may be a

positive opening of ways for schools to harness the energy generated by

the mi.xing of rural and urban populations.

- 14 -



II. REGI001 DIFFERENCES 4ND TYPES

OF-13/URAL COMMUNITIES

In education policy for nonmetropolitan populations, a persistent

question is; What approaches are most effective and most efficient? The

question would be easier to answer if most rural communities were similar.

They are not. In fact, differences among rural places are at least as

great as those between rural and urban places. They are probably greater,

because the vast specturm of U.S. cultural, ethnic, and racial variation

is reflected in the U.S. countryside. Rural communities differ in their

cultural and ethnic compositions, degree of sparsity and economic bases.

To get a handle on this diversity, a number of researchers have

proposed schemes for classifying rural communities. Paul Nachtigal, for

example, has proposed that for public policy purposes, three categories

might be used: The Rural Poor, illustrated by Appalachian coal towns and

delta communities of the lower Mississippi; Traditional Middle America,

illustrated by Midwest and Northern Great Plains farm communities; and

Communities in Transition, illustrated by Florida recreation development

1

and western energy - development communities. Tom Gjelten has

suggested a refinement of this scheme in which five rural community types

are identgiable; stable (mostly white, homogeneous, and agricultural);

depressed (underdeveloped economies, with'large numbers of minorities);

high growth (with great needs for planning and management); reborn

(scenic, large in-migration, with native vs. newcomer conflicts); and

isolated (lacking in funds for education and in contact with the outside

2
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Degree of sparsity as a feature of rural places suggests the need for

different education strategies to meet different needs. (Table II-1

ranks the states from least to most population by square mile.) Fourteen

states have fewer with twenty persons per square mile. While only two of

these states are among the most rural (by the non-urban definition),

their nonmetropolitan populations tend to be small and scattered. In

recognition of this population characteristic, several of these states

have created service delivery strategies or sparsity factors in their

school finance formulas .

Similary, new England states that are predominantly rural appear to

have paid attention to the unique educational needs of sparsily settled

3

areas (Getz and Ecppe). The remaining regions are a mixed picture,

with the South as a whole perhaps least characterized by special

previsions for rural schools. (Arkansas is an exception; it is the ninth

most rural state in the nation and has the greatest number of small

4

schools of all Southeastern states.) . The South also has, of all the

regions, the weakest tradition of support for public education and social

services, along with the greatest number of rural Blacks and the most

rural poverty (Getz and Hoppe).

Changing demographic, economic, and social realities require both

constant alertness and the capacity to plan for and manage change. Today

this ability, called capacity-building, has received considerable

attention from federal agencies and private associations not directly

concerned with education.. Yet capacity-building skills are badly needed

- 16 -
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among rural education's leaders at all levels if rural schools are to

meet the challenges of a rapidly - changing society. This becomes apparent

when one enamnes national and regional employment trends of the past

decede and then looks at regional patterns of development.

genmetro EwEloyment Trends and Econcmic Growth

One of the most striking facts about rural economics is the change in

the nature of employment. ;etween 1969 and 1979, nonmetro employment-

grew at a greater rate than metro employment. The difference Was more

pronounced, however, in the first business cycle (1969-1973). In the

second cycle (1973-79), the nonmetro-met.co difference had narrowed to .3

percent. During the 1970s, 1.6 million nonform jobs, on the average,

were created each year, but with substantial variation among regions and

counties. (See table , Bluestone, p.2). The West led the way, with

an average growth rate of 3.5 percent. The South us next, with 2.8

percent, followed by the forth Central (1.5 percent) and the Northeast

(0.6 percent). Throughout the nation; the general trend was movement of

employment from larger to smaller population centers. flonmetrc growth

lids greatest (3.t and 3.3 percent) in counties classified as "totally

rural" and least .(2.1 percent for both cycles) in counties classified as

"urbanized adjacent." (See table (p.4 Bluestone).

Regionally and by state, employment patterns varied enormously. The

U.S. average was 2.1 percent. Four states (NY, PA-, OH, and IL) grew at
4

less than half the U.S. average, while ten others (ME, MA, RI, CT, NJ,



...........

/

DE, MD, ME, IN, and MC) were somewhat below it. Highest rates of

eMPloyment growth were in five non-Pacific Western states (NV, AZ, UT,

CO, WY, and ID) and in Florida. (See figure II-1) on p. 26):

Service. producing industries dominated the growth, capturing 88.2

percent. Two categories of employment -- wholesale and retail trade and

services -- accounted for more than three-fifths of the 1.8 million jobs

produced annually. The rate of growth was highest for agricultural

services (6.0 percent); mining (4.4 percent); services (3.5 percent) and

finance, insurance, and real estate (3.4 percent). Agricultural services

and mining, mere important in nonmetro than metro areas, reflected some

of the shift in industrial structure. In addition, manufacturing

employment increased much more in nonmetro then in metro counties during

the seventies, as did construction employment. Goods - producing

industries, particularly manufacturing, were dispersing and

decentralizing, with resulting benefits to nonmetro counties.

These trends notwithstanding, the fact remains that information- and

service-producing jobs have had the greatest growth rates for at least a

decade. This shift reflects' the nation's emerging transformation irom an

industrial to a post-industrial society; a late seventies focus on energy

development, which helped the pest and generated jobs in services needed

as a result of growth; and the aging of the population, with retired and

elderly persons moving from the North to resort and recreation areas in

the South and West.

- 18 -
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The cad industrical North has suffered most from employment changes

and continues to endure the most severe decline in employment. The

non-Pacific West has had to confront problems associated with rapid

growth and with "boom and bust" occurence.s is rural areas subjected to

energy development gear-ups and pupil -outs. In the South, "all of Dixies

growth has been catch up. There is still not one southern state* with a

6

per capita income that matches the United States average..."

New England and the western coastal strip that includes Washington,

Oregon, and gorthern California are becoming centecs of high technology

and debates on environmental and energy issues. POPulations here are

generally well educated, moderately affluent, and predominantly white.

nese are centecs of "less is more, small is beautiful" philosophies and

contain many newcomers who have elected a rural outdoor lifestyle.

Rural poverty is unlike urban poverty in many ways. Perhaps its most

distinguishing characteristic is its relative invisibility, for the rural

poor are geographically dispersed and their condition lacks the visible

drama of concentrated urban poverty. ks one student of rural poverty has

observed, it does not benefit the poor that "in many scenic rural areas,

such as northern New England, the Upper Great Lakes, and Appalachia,

dilapidated housing may even look quaint or picturesque." The fact is

that "scenery...does nct make poverty any less real."

- 19 -
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Like the urban poor, the rural poor lack suffiCient income to provide

adequate food, housing, clothing, and health care. But there are

uniquely rural burdens as will. Low-population density and long

distances from urban areas can put job opportunities and social services

almost out of reach unless tnere is good public transportation. This is

rarely the case in rural America.

Because policies intended to reduce poverty and its ill effects must

be designed With attention to the different kinds of poverty if they are

to be effective, some of the characteristics of rural poverty are

described below.

In 1979, nonmetro areas had thirty-eight percent of the nation's poor

but only 32 percent of its popule ion. In 1980, 11.3 million rural

People were poor, a substantial increase from the 9.4 to 10.5 million

8

rqnge of the 1970s. Several things account for the increase:

inflation, economic downturn, and the failure of income to keep up with

the inflation -- adjusted poverty income (Getz and Hoppe, pp. 2a3)

Almost nineteen percent of the nonmetrc elderly lived in poverty in

1979, compared with eleven percent in metro areas. Poverty among rural

blacks was rlso severe: nearly forty percent of nonaetro blacks were

poor in 1979, compared with eleven percent of nonmetro whites and twenty

percent of urban Blacks. Of all the nonmetro poor, almost 24 percent

were Black, even though Blacks were only eight percent of the total

nonmetro population. (See Table , Getz and Howe, ;. 27).
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Rural noverty remains concentrated in the South, which during the

past decade had at least ninety percent of the persistent low-income

9

counties (PLIs) 'in the nation . In 1975, the South had 237 PLI

counties, compared with 14( in the North Central region and 4 in the

West. (See Table , Davis, p. 4 and Getz t Hoppe, Table __,

p. ) There were on in the Northeast.. Between 14,69 and 1975,

forty-three counties lord: their PLI status, largely because of earnings

from 'agricultural and mining.

Since many (of these) counties are located in the soft coal
regions of West Virginia, Virginia, and Kentucky, they were in
a particular position to take advantage of the increase in soft
coal prices during the early seventies.... Peanuts, soybeans
and tobacco were the three largest crops in LPLI cunties . . .

in 1974, and price changes for the three have been somewhat
volatile since 1969. If agricultural income declines, the
importance of earnings from agriculture in determining low-
income status may dwindle, and some PLI ccunties could then

10
return to the chronic low income group.

And in contrast to some popular perceptions tbat poor people do not

want to work, studies have shown that more than half of rural family

heads worked in 1919. (See Table Getz and Hoppe. p. 29) Many

working people were poor because of low wages and seasonal employment.

For those who did not work, illness or disability was the most common

reason. Given the large conservation of elderly persons in many rural

local:is, this seem a logical explanation. In addition, muly poor people

lived in poor counties - places that had few job opportunities, little

industrial development, and a low tax basn.. Illiteracy rates were higher

in places with large concentrations of the rural poor, ani education

attainment is lower". In the past, businesses and industries have nct



typically located in areas with a relatively uneducated work force unles

strong compensating inducements are offered. One researcher has observed

that such "inducements" to get new industries may make a bad Situation

worse because the incentive is often little or no taxes, and a need for

more money to pay for increased public services arises when industries

12

bring in more people.

alanilicanca_flu Education

Throughout the 1970s, studies consistently showed a relationship

between family characteristics and educational performance: children who

had educated parents with adequate incomes did better in school than poor

children whose parents were not well educated. DeLates about where to

intervene in the poverty cycle continue, with many advocates for the

rural poor favoring a "shotgun" approach that simultaneously tries to

improft education, economic opportunity, and accompanying social

services. An evaluation of national Title I (now Chapter I) program has

shown that it benefits poor children, but there is no equivalent

evaluation of a national rural economic development strategy. Several

localities, however, (nave designed their own plans for addressing

13
economic and educational. problems.

School districts in low-income rural areas face challenges that

exceed those of being in an isolated or sparsely settled area with a low

tax base. Evidence to date indicates that it costs more than the average

to provicEl educational opportunities to help poor children whether

- 22 -
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rural or urban -- compete fairly with their wealthier,peers. Where

racial discrimination is a factor, the difficulties for students and

schools are increased. It seems likely that Chapter I and other programs

designed to assist disadvantaged children will continue to be needed in

many rural schools for the foreseeable future. Increasingly, hoWever,

pi,blic policy is favoring local economic development strategies as a

better solution for the long term. In many areas where localities have

initiated the linking of education with economic development, the

enthisiasm is high. For the majority of these efforts, however, it is

-oo early to determine whether -- and to what degree -- economic

14
development has occrred or been sustained.

It seems likely, however, that the trend of the 1580s will be to

adopt comprehensive approaches that take local characteristics as the

context for solving social problems. For educators this approach may

require more cooperation with other public agencies and the private

sector than has been the case to date. It may also require a broadening

of the constituency for education policymaking as well.
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Table II-1

States Ranked by Degree of Sparsity

AK 0.7 WV 81
WY 4.9 LA 87
MT 5.4 'KY 91
NV 7.3 GA 94
-SD 9.0 MI 96
ND 9.3 NH 99
ID 11 SC 101
NM 11 TN 109
UT 17 EC 113
NE 20 VA 132
AZ 24 CA 150
OR 27 HI 150
CO 23 IN 151
KT 29 FL 170
ME 34 IL 199
AR 43 OH 244
CK 44 PA 260
MN 48 DE 292
IA 52 NY 333
MS 53 MD 402
UT 54 CT 625
TX 54 MA 200
W4 61 RI 787
MO 71 NJ 9117
WI 72
AL 76



,

Table 2-Compound annual rates of growth Irk
nonfarm wage and salary employment by region,
metro and nonmetro arose, 1969-79

Type of county United North- North South West
States east Central

Percent

All counties 2.1 0.6 1.5 2.8 3.5

Metro 1.9 .5 1.4 2.9 3.3
Greater 1.6 .2 1.1 3.2 2.9

Core 1.1 -.6 .4 2.7 2.7
Fringe 3.3 2.1 3.6 4.3 5.0

Medium 2.4 1.2 1.7 2.9 4.0
Lesser 2.5 1.5 2.0 2.6 4.4

Nonmetro 2.5 1.6 2.1 2 6 4.2
Urbanized

Adjacent 2.1 1.5 1.6 2.3 4.2
Nonadjacent 2.5 2.1 1.7 2.4 3.8

Less urbanized
Adjacent 2.7 1.4 2.1 2.9 4.8
Nonadjacent 2.8 1.4 2.6 2.7 4.1

Totally rural
Adjacent 3.3 1.2 3.1 3.4 4.2
Nonadjacent 3.0 3.1 2.2 2.8 5.1

Source: Compiled from unpublished data from the Bureau
of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of Commerce.

Table 3-Compound annual rates of growth In nonfarm wage and salary employment by region, mi
and nonmetro areas, 1969.73 and 1973-79

Type of county United States Northeast North Central South
1969.73 1973-79 1969.73 1973-79 1969.73 1973-79 1969-73 1973-79 1969-73 1

All counties

Metro
Greater -

Core
Fringe

Medium
Lesser

Nonmetro
Urbanized .

Adjacent
Nonadjacent

Less urbanized
Adjacent
Nonadjacent

Totally rural
Adjacent
Nonadjacent

1.8 2.3

1.5 2.2
1.0 2.0

.4 1.5
3.0 3.5
2.3 2.5
2.2 2.7

2.6 2.5

2.1 2.1
2.3 2.6

2.9 2.5
2.9 2.7

3.4 3.3
3.2 2.9

0.4 0.8

.3 .7
-.2 .4

-1.0 -.3
2.1 2.1
1.2 1.2
1.4 1.6

1.8 1.4

1.8 1.4
1.9 2.3

1.9. 1.1
1.5 1.3

1.8 .7
3.8 2.6

Percent

1.2 1.8

.9 1.7

.6 1.5
-.1 .7
2.9 4.0
1.2 1.9
1.9 2.0

2.1 2.0

1.7 1.5
1.2 2.0

2.4 1.9
2.5 2.7

3.4 2.9
2.5 2.0

2.9 2.8

3.0 2.9
3.3 3.1
2.8 2.6
4.4 4.2
3.0 2.8
2.2 2.8

2.8 2.5

2.0 2.5
2.6 2.2

3.1 2.8
3.2 2.3

3.5 3.3
3.3 2.5

2.5

2.2
1.6
1.3
4.1
3.6
3.9

3.7

3.9
3.2

4.3.
.3.6

3.2
4.5

4

Sour= Compiled from unpublished data from the Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of Commerce.
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TABLE J." Poptilation and Employment Growth Rate by Area, Selected Decades

It and area

Percentage change

Actual As a percentage of U.S. change

1940-50 1950-60 1960-70 1970-80 1940-50

Population:
South
South Atlantic
East South Central
West South Central

Northeast
North Central
West

United States

Esploymint 1/

South
South Atlantic
East South Central
Vest South Central

Northeast
North Central
West

United States

13.3
18.8
6.3

11.3
9.7

10.8
40.4
14.5

23.3
28.0
14.4
23.6
21.4
25.7
52.2
26.7

16.5
22.6
5.0

16.6
13.2
16.1
38.9
18.5

14.3
19.6
2.9

15.0
11.2
10.3
38.7
15.5

14.3
18.1
6.3

14.0
9.8
9.6

24.2
13.4

23.4
28.0
15.0
21.9
13.3
15.9
28.9
19.5

Percent

19.0
19.1
13.6
22.3
-.1
3.6

23.3
10.8

1969-79

a.
130

-45
78
67
74

279
100

4

S,

-Jai;
105,
54i..
88"
.42-

96 i''
196' .:

100

29.6
28.0
40.0
6.7
16.5

40.4
22.8

1950-60 1960-70 1970-80

,

71 73 -1 ..1"1.

..§.9- 107 176 . r .

122 115' rir
27 47 126

90 104 206

iry- 72 33" :,

100
210 181

100
216
100

.

92- 120
196194-279';:.

126e Ta 130
19 77 123 ' -
97 112 175

Tr --s2 ."`2/2"---'...f.:::
72' _68

2501 148
1100' 100 100

Employment data for 1940-50, 1930-60 and 1960-70 are resident -based estimates of total employment; data for 1969-79

establishment-based estimates of nonfarm wage and salary employment.
Source: U.S. Department of Commerce. Bureau of the Census and Bureau of Economic Analysis.

Hanna ekosease is Bananas. Ecososic Development Mellott. Economic Research Service. U.3. Dspenatent of Awiculaire.

The tedhoe piny ackeevoledese the bstphl eammeett of James P. Miler. Donald Steward. Onset Q Wilissr. Calvin Bah. hums R. Sayre, zed Fred K. Mom.

Evers and minim remeiMet; are those of the author.

Invited ?epee presereed m the mend nmenng of the Southern Agmanteral Economics Associatioe. Orlando, Ronda. Febntary 7.40, 1912.
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Table 1-Compound annual rates and distribution of growth in nonfarm wage and salary employment by

region, 198949'

Item and Industry
United
States

North-
east

North
Central

South West

All industries:

Million

Total employment, 1979 94.5 21.0 24.8 30.4 18.3

Thousand

Average annual absolute employment change 1,755 131 352 743 528

Percent

Compound annual rate of employment change:

All Industries 2.1 .6 1.5 2.8 3.5

Goods-producing industries .8 J-1.2 .1 2.2 3.0

Mining 4.4 1.9 2.5 5.3 4.4

Contract construction 2.3 -1.2 .8 3.6 5.3

Manufacturing .4 -1.2 -.1 1.6 2.2

Service-producing industries 2.6 1.5 23 3.1 3.6

Agricultural services2 6.0 2.7 3.4 6.6 8.2

Wholesale and retail trade 3.1 1.5 2.4 4.2 41

Transportation, communications, and public utilities 1.4 -.2 .9 2.6 2.4

Finance, insurance, and real estate 3.4 1.5 3.0 4.5 5.;":

Services 3.5 2.7 3.5 3.3 5.0

Government
1.3 .7 1.2 1.7 1.:

Percentage of absolute total change:
All industries 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Goods-producing Industries 11.8 -58.5 2.1 22.5 20.;

Mining 1.9 .9 .9 3.0 1.:

Contract construction 5.3 -6.8 2.4 7.2 7.:

Manufacturing 4.8 -52.6 -1.2 12.3 11.f

Service-producing industries 88.2 158.5 97.9 77.5 79.:

Agricultural services2 1.3 1.1 .6 1.2 1.1

Wholesale and retail trade 30.6 44.7 33,4 29.1 27.!

Transportation, communications, and public utilities 3.9 -1.5 3.3 5.0 4.f

Finance, insurance, and real estate 8.1 13.6 8.8 7.0 7.!

Services
31.4 81.9 38.6 21.5 28.

Government
12.9 18.7 13.2 13.8 10.(

2

'Detail may not add exactly to totals due to rounding.
Ittiostly agricultural services employment, but also includes forestry and fisheries employment.

Source: Complied from unpublished data from the Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of Commerce:
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Table 2

Reasons poor families did not work, by residence, 1979

:

~.1.11114.11MOIMPINININMI 011111.11111.101=1ONI M11=1~111 1111.M.14111100 1111111.111.

Item

.

Residence

Metro Nonmetro :z.

4111 SS 4104so am1111.411116 MIMINIO 1. we 6111.M.Li =Igo .1..Nlwas

Family heads who did not work

Main reason for not working:
Illlbr disabled
Keeping house

53.5

27.2
46.1

Pct.

46.7

39.9
29.6

Going to school 4.5 .6

Unable to find work 6.3 5.3

Retired 13.6 22.8

Other 2.4 1.6
11/.1111 110.111Nommo

Total 100.0 100.0

.10111MINAMIO .110.1011.1111011 C.0111111112NINE.MINI M NpeseOpe.1
Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 1981a.
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III. RURAL SCHOOL DISTRICTS AND SCHOOLS

-

It is as hard -to generalize about rural schools as it is about rural

Places and rural people. Like their urban partners, rural schools today

reflect an accumulated effect of past social policies and education

theories. And like their own communities, they reflect the diverse

cultures and conditions of rural America. Rural communities are as

different as Wyoming and New Jersey, or Maine and California. Yet

through their schools and other instutions, rural places share elements
I

of a national culture; and rural students everywhere participate in many

national folkways.

Some critics of current rural schools claim there is too much of the

national culture in rural education, while other advocates insist that

equality of opportunity requires more familiarity with the dominant

culture than is now provided. To some degree, the debate about the best

way to educate rural students hinges on the kind of rural one has in

mind. There is no question that national and local cultures meet in the

rural school; the questions are about how and to what degree they meet;

and, having met, how much merging is desirable.

In any time (as historians are fond of pointing out), so much of the

idealogy of a particular era (for example, American Society since World

War II) becomes transposed in everyday life into the assumption "this is

the nature of things," that it is hard for contemporary observers to

assess -- or even identify -- the things that make life better or worse.
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For contemporary educators, it is hard to identify particular school

characteristics that matter most for the education of youth and the

future of a society. Sometimes educational policy changes that occur

wIthin a decade or so -- and that are nothing more than a return to

Practices discarded earlier because the conventional wisdom of the time

saw reason to do so -- are announced or perceived as new directions. A

recent example is the seventies emphasis on basic education, with

accompanying elaborate procedures for accountability. Historically,

basic education was all that most students could hope for before the

1930s; it was the increase in numbers of young People attending high

school that made it possible to speak nationally about a high quality of

education for everyone. Thus it was somewhat ironic when schools in the

1970s announced a return to basics as though it were a great advance in

education theory. After a decade of schools emphasizing the basics, data

trend watchers in the research community have now started sending out

warnings that the losers may have been the academic subjects and students

with better than average scholastic aptitude . The trend now appears to

be "back to excellence" (especially through math and science). Shades of

sputnik, the National Science Foundation, and the National Defense

Education Act!

The degression on education basics versus education excellence was

intended to illustrate the point of how hard it is to see rural schools

(or any schools) in the context of the many policies that have shaped

them over time into what they are today. !lost people who have studied

rural schools -- or who write about them -- agree that rural is different

-32 -
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from urban; but there is little agreement about what the difference As.

Some might argue that rural, suburban, and urban schools should not be

compared. Many states, for example, do not provide data on Metro and

nonmetro differences in student outcomes.

Ultimately, however, one can determine the status of rural schools

and students only by comparing their resources and outcomes with all

schools and with metropolitan schools. Some comparisons are

straightforward -- e.g., the proportion of urban and rural students

having opportunities to study certain advanced subjects. Others are very

difficult -- e.g., the meaning of rural-urban equity in school finance

and Would recuire the use of sophisticated methodologies that are far

beyond the setae of this modest study.

In keeping, then, with the full report, this section has a modest

agenda. It will deal with the question of numbers, giving considerable

attention to state and regional variations. (Section V describes how

rural, urban, and suburban schools compare on student reports of

curricula, special services, and extra curricular activities.) Some very

small school characteristics will also be discussed briefly in this

chapter.

Ii)esui Sch,gQ112istsists,..._1219-30 to 1981-82

It is easy to see that a change of major proportions has occurred in

schooling since 1930. School have been drastically reduced in number and

-33 -
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they have grown substantially in size. (See Tables III-1 111-2). In

1930 the United States had 128,000 districts but fewer than 17,000 in

197$, a decline of about 111,000. There were 238,000 elementary schools

in 1930 and fewer than 65,000 in 1972, which means that they declined by

173,000. A more striking dimunition is seen id one-teacher schools,

which declined from 149,000 to just under 1,500 in the same period. For

secondary schools the picture is different, as will be apparent later.

School consolidation occurred for a number of reasons, not least

among them the school reformers' belief that larger schools could provide

better educational opportunities for students than small schools while

achieving greater efficiency through economies of scale. That belief was

accepted as "conventional wisdom" until recent years and, according to

Jonathan Sher arbd some others, was adopted too much in wholesale fashion.

Since the late seventies, however, the issue of school consolidation has

been debated vehemently -- but once again in the context of a part"...:ular

era's social reality. A popular sentiment in many American communities

cf the 1970s was that "small is beautiful." That sentiment entered into

debates about education in many places as increasingly militant citizen

groups throughout the country mounters sophisticated challenges to the

conventional notion that small schools inherently lack capacities for

academic eycellelice and financial efficiency.

Compared with the preceeding decades, a substantial body of research

on rural education has been generated in the past feq years as researchers

have tried to gather empirical information about the characteristics and

- 34 -
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effectiveness of rural and small schools. Mot all the evidence is in at

this time; rural education still lacks the definitive studies of cur-

riculum, teaching, finance, and student outcomes that are needed for

comprenension of the big picture and the variations within it Problems

continue to exist, moreover, in federal education data collection and

analyses, almost always for very small schools and very often for all

nonmetro schools. These problems notwithstanding, enough information can

be extracted from various 6ources to permit tentative testing of some

"nmw" and "old" conventional wisdom about rural and small schools.

This section will examine the "conventional wisdom" assumption that

the fifty-year trend to consoldiate schools is abating. In most cases,

national figures will be used and, wherever possible, supplemented with

regional er local data.

DJ.strirt Sire and Organization

Today's conventional wisdom about consolidation may be that net much

more of it seems likely. In parts of the nation with vast spaces

separating farms or ranches and formidable distances between small

communities, consolidating schools might mean that students would have to

board away from home during the school week. 1 Ace most remaining very

small .schools are in Western and Plains states where distance ani sparse

populatiors are characteristics, this seems a reasonable conjecture. In

the Scutheast, on. the other hand, small schools are so rare that few are

left to consolidate (except in Arkansas). During the late 1950s and the
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as

100s, schools throughout the region underwent consolidation in response

to the 1954 Supreme Court Decision, Brown vs. Board of Education of

Topehe, KS. Other states, however, may continne to face school closing

questions, Illinois being an especially graphic example. Illinois is the

seventh most urban state but has the fourth largest number of operating

school distriCts in the nation. Most small Illinois districts are in the

state's rural farm areas, which are denser than rural settlements in the

Rocky Mountain and Plains State. With declining enrollments a reality

and the projection for 1989 as the nadir in school enrollment, some

further consolidation may be likely in places where small schools are not

2
separated by great distances. (Bossard and Green, P. 1).

Speculations aside, the data in Table III1 indicate that the

hypothesis, "the fifty-year trend to consolidate schools is abating,"

cannot be rejected. For example, it is a characteristic of the years

from 1445-46 to 1559-60 that at least 7,000 districts were lost each year.

In three of those years, the number lost was 10,000 or greater. From

1961-62 until 1367-68, 4,000 to 5,000 districts were lost each year.

Since 1970-71, however, the decline has been reduced substantially. From

1975-76 to 1976-77, districts declined in numbers by only 205. the number

of independent districts declir I by only 659 between 1972 and 1982 (1982

Census of Governments, p. 2).
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Year

1962
1967
1972
1977
1982.

Table 111-2

Number of Independent
School Districts

34,678
21,782
15,781
15,174
15,032

(Source: Governmental Units in 1982)

The. picture of decline for elementary schools is similar (See table

111-3. The greatest number)of schools were lost in the forties (almoct

75,000) and the fifties (41,000). In the thirties and the sixties,

approximately 24,000 schools were closed in each decade. Ey the

Seventies, however, declining numbers were a trickle compared to earlier

floods. Eight thousand elementarT schools Were closed between 1970-71

and 1970-77, with about five-eights of the closings occurring in the

first year of the decade.

The pattern for one-teacher schools is the same (See Table III-4).

The majority of closing occurred in the fifties (almost 50,000) and in

the. forties (46,000) . Both the thirties (with 28,000 closings) and the

sixties (wit 22,000) were also heavy consolidation years. By the early

1970s, however, the closing trend showed signs of wearing out -- but then

there are very few one-teacher schools left to close and even a modest

rate of closing would see their demise within a few years.

The story of secondary schools is different, with the number

iacreasing by 1,448 between 1929-30 and 1976-77 (See Table 111-5). The
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Table 111-3

Elementary Schools

Year

1920-30

1929 to 1977

NO.

236,306

Change

1931-32 232,750 5,456
1933-34 236,236 3,1486
1935-36 232,174 4,042
1937-38 221,600 10,574

23,978

1939-40 (gA)
1941-42 183,112 36,488
1943-44 169,905 13,207
1945-46 160,227 9,478
1947-45 147,760 13,4i2

14,840

1949-50 127,225 18,535
1591-52 123,768 4,457
1953-54 110,875 12,893
1955-56 104,427 6,448
1957-58 95,446 8,981

41,324

1959-60 91,853 3,593
1961-62 81,910 9,743
1963-64 77,584 4,326
1965-66 73,216 4,368
1967-68 70,879 2'337

24,367

1970-71 65,800 5,079
1973-74 65,070 730
1975-76 63,242 1,728
1975 -77 62,644 591

6,135

Source: Digest of Education Statistics, 1980, p. 60



t+Ziffigit c-" ars . tugs.

Table 111-u

One Teacher Schools
1929-30 to 1976-77

Year No. Change

1920-30 149,282
1931-32 143,391 5,891
1933-34 139,166 4,225
1935-36 131,101 8,065
1937-38 121,178 9L92.2

28,104

1939-40 113,600 7,578
1941-42 107,692 5,908
1943-44 96,302 11,390
1945-46 56,563 9,739
1947-48 75,096 11,467

46,082

1949-50 59,652 15,444
1591-52 50,742 8,910
1953-54 42,865 7,877
1955-56 34,964 7,901
1957-58 25,341 9,623

49,555

1959-60 20,213 5,128
1961-62 13,333 6,880
1963-64 9,895 3,438
1965-66 6,431 3,40u
1967-1E8 4,146 2,345

21,196

1970-71 1,815 2,331
1973-74 1,365 450
1975-76 1,166 299
1976-77 1,111 55

3,135
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lowest year in closings for this group of schools was .1951-52, with

23,746. The highest year, with 28,973, was 1941-42. This strikening

difference, from the. other categories is undoubledly related to the

different pattern of high school enrollment, which grew from 4.4 million

in 1939 to 14.4million in 1975. The trend between 1889 -90 and 1978 was

one of progressive increases in enrollment, with the exception of the

years 1943-44 to 1951-52, when enrollment dropped below six million and

did not exceed that number until 1953-54. This deviation took place when

the U.S. was at war in Europe and the Pacific; many high school youths

presumably volunteered for active duty before completing school.

Enrollment in the forties rose from about 5.6 million to 6.4 million;

in the fifties from 5.8 million at the beginning to 7.9 million at the

end; and in the sixties from 8.5 million at the beginning to 13.1 million

at the end. In the seventies, secondary e,4rollment began at 13.9 million

in 1971, reached a peak of 14.4 million in 1975, and declined slightly

over the next two years to reach 14.2 million in 1978. A point of

interest, there, is that whereas public secondary enrollment more than

tripled between 1929-3'0 and 1977, the number of high schools during that

time grew by only 1,148 -- from 25,378 to 29,930. High schools have

obviously teen getting larger. Many existing schools now replace smaller

ones and were built in lieu of additional small schools. It is probably

true that high school consolidation has not met the degree of resistance

evoked when elementary school closings are proposed. The age of high

school students, along with a recognized need for diversity in the
4

secondary curriculum, may explain why secondary reorganization appears to

meet with greater acceptance.
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IsnagirslchoDls in 1981-82

In 1951-82, sixty-six percent of all U.S. public school districts

were in nonmemtro communities. As Table 111-6 indicates, these schools

made. up at least half the total school district population in every

census region. The South led in nonmetro percentages, with 73 percent,

and was followed by the North Central (71 percent), the West (66

percent), and the Jortheast (50X). Table 111-7 shows how each state

ranked on its proportion of nonoetro districts, from first to last. (dine

states had districts that were between 91 and 100 percent nonmetro, while

nine others were. in the 81-90 percent category. In 33 percent of the

states, two-thirds or more of all districts were rural. In only 7 states

were there fewer than 40 percent rural districts.

The figures in Table II/-6 hint at how different regions of the

country handle questions of district size and organization. In the

predominantly rural South, which by census methods has the most people

and the most states, there were on the average only 161 nonnetco

districts in each state and an average of 221 total districts in each

state. In contrast, the more sparesely-settled West (which had only 57

percent of the South's population in 1980 had averages of 171 nonmetro

districts and 259 total districts. These differences reflects the

South's tendency to organize districts by county lines as well as the

presense of many tiny and isolated school districts in the low-density

Plains and Rocky Mountain States. Northern New England states, as well

as some North Central states, tend to organize schools on the town or

township model and also have respectable proportions of smaller schools.
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Table 111-6

School Districts by Metropolitan Status and
4 Regions, 1981-82

Northeast

Central
City

Other
SMSA Nonmetro Total

Number 86 1,655 1,759 3,500
Percent 2 47 50 100

North Central
Number 101 1,825 4,741 6,667
Percent 2 38 71 100

South
Number 120 839 2,573 3,532
Percent 3 24 73 100

West
Number 62 1,004 2,047 3,113
Percent 2 32 66 100

All Regions
Number 369 5,323 11,120 16,812
Percent 2 32 66 100



Table 111-7

States Ranked by Percent of
Nonmetro Districts, 1981-82*

State Percent State Percent

1. Vermont 100 26. Oklahcma 73
Wyoming 100 Utah 73

3. Alaska 98 28. Louisiana 72
4. Idaho 97 29. Wisconsin 68

South Dakota 97 Virginia 68
6 New Mexico 96 Washington 68

North Dakota 96 32. Arizona 67
Nebraska 96 33. Oregon 66

9. Maine 95 34. Alabama 65

10. Montana 93 35. Florida 64
11. Mississippi 90 Texas 64

12. Nevada 88 37. Maryland 58
13. Iowa 87 38. Indiana 57
14. Arkansas 85 39. Massachusetts 54
16. West Virginia 85 40. Illinois 52

New Hampshire 84 41. Michigan 48
18. Georgia 81 42. New York 41

Kentucky 81 43. Ohio 39
20. North Carolina 80 44. California 39
21. Colorado 79 45. Connecticut 36
22. Missouri 78 46. Pennsylvania 3?

23. Minnesota 76 47. Rhode Island 24
Tennessee 76 48. New Jersey 17

25. South Carolina 74 49. Delaware 0

* Does not include Hawaii, which has only one district
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There are two points to be. made about data from this table before

Proceeding to look more closely at questions of size. The first point is

that rural schools and districts are not necessarily small, if one

accepts census defin,4,tions. The issue of size can lead to disagreement

amon9 rural people about what is and is not a rural school. Undoubtedly,

very small schools have some distinct needs, problems, and strengths;

What works in large consolidated schools in Georgia may not be possible

in sma2ler Nebraska schools. Size different s should certainly be

respected in policy considerations. On the other hand, the large

maJcoritY uf schools in the nonmetropolitan category warrant policy

ctesidera,-..ion because so many of the nation's students are educated in

schools with a distinctly rural character. To varying degrees, rural

sciwols are more removed than their urban and suburban counterparts from

educational resources and social services. Distance (which admittedly

varies among rural districts) presents problems o/ transportation costs

(for the school system) and time (for students). Rural culture has the

advantage of close proximity to an outdoor life and the educational

resources it makes possible, but rural places lack easy access to city

amenities and their accompanying educational benefits. And although size

varies a great deal among rural schools, on the whole they are smaller

than urban and suburban schools.



School

Table 111-8

Districts by Region and State

State

NORTHEAST

Nonmetro State

NORTH CENTRAL

Nonmetro
Nonmetro
Districts.

Total
Districts

Nonmetro
Districts

Total
Districts

CT 59 165 36 IL 523 1,011 52

ME 313 329 95 IN 186 326 57

MA 254 470 54 IA 398 456 87

NH 186 221 84 KS 261 306 85

NJ 106 623 17 MI 306 631 48

NY 320 783 41 MN 390 514 76

PA 179 536 33 MO 430 549 78

RI 10 41 24 NE 1,115 1,161 96

VT 332 332 100 ND 345 358 96
OH 259 666 39
SD 202 209 97

WI 326 480 68

SOUTH WEST

Nonmetro Total Nonmetro T(N:al

State Districts Districts Nonmetro State Districts Districts Nonmetro

AL

AR
83

315

127
371

65

85

AK
AZ

51

162
52

242
98

67

DE 0 19 0 CA 425 1,084 39

FL 43 67 64 CO 159 201 79

GA 151 187 81 ID 112 115 97

Ki 146 180 81 MT 528 569 93

LA 49 68 72 NV 15 17 88

MD 14 24 58 NM 85 89 96

MS 142 157 90 OR 225 340 66

NC 115 143 80 UT 29 40 73

OK 473 652 73 WA 203 300 68

SC 72 97 74 WY 53/2,047 53/2,047 100

TN 112 147 76

TX 704 1,098 64
VA 95 139 68

WV 46 55 84



yvly sar1.goloots

In 1979, the National Institue of Education provided support foe 41.

study of very small schools. Although the study is not ye completed.

some preliminary data from the study have been made available and will be

mentioned here, The Small Schools Study (which is now based at Dartmouth

College) has examined schools in three categories:

1) Elementary schools with fewer than 15 pupils per grade

2) High schools with fewer than 20D pupils

3) K-12 (or 1-12) schools or districts with fewer than 300 pupils

Tables- 11-9 and III-10 show the national distribution of small

schools and their distribution by region and school type. As the two

tables indicate, a large majority of stall U.S. schools are west of the

Mississippi and in the Plains and Western States.

Table 111-9

Rational Distribution of Small gaols

Region
Northeast
sot-ceast
P Central
Wa
Pl.. :s
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Table III-10

p ibation o£ Stara 11 SCh2Q2 by essim_A.A4 51201 lyrac

gasher2f Sch2ols

High SchoolElementary

northeast 179 9 153
Scotheast 181 101 73
Worth Central 179 110 73
Went 745 334 263
PlainS 1,594 1,094 877

The Small School Project is, according to its director, "the first

national study of small rural schools done in the century"; it has

enabltd the project staff to "paint in broad strokes the general outlines

of the United States' smallest public schools -- their weaknesses, their

3

resources, and their potentials."

With respect to questions of small size and the possibility of

consolidation, certain findings are relevant for this discussion. When a

sample of school administrators was asked about changes in student

enrollment between 1915 and 1980, forty-two percent replied that it had

decreased (see Table III-11). Only twenty-eight percent reported an

increase in students, but thirty-two percent said that faculty size had

increased. Carlsen and Dunne have observed that very small schools with

declining enrollments ate "having to deal with the expense of maintaining

underutilized facilities" and teaching quality where class sizes are

4

dropping but pupil costs are rising.
4



When asked &Dont pressures to consolidate, fifty-seven percent of the

respondents said that there were none, with only twelve Percent claiming

there was substantial pressure. Most respondents saiti there would be

serious disadvntages if their schools should be consolidated, with

transportation problems leading the list. Fewer than five percent saw no

disadvantages 4Tab1e 111-13). On the other hand, almost thirty -eight

percent replied that consolidatiol would have no advantages. (1ablQ

111-12). Carlsen and Dunne cone:luded that a charactLristic of communities

with small schools is an intE. ,e commitment to retaining their schools

"even in the face of pressure, even in the face of apparent financial

5

advantage if consolidation takes place." (P. 303).

Table II1-11
Changes in Size of Faculties and Student Eodies

Table 111-12
Perceived Advantages of Consolidation

Table 111-13
Perceived Disadvantages of Consolidation



SUMMUY

h e .st 41/4.

While the evidence is not conclusive, it seems that the Massive

consolidation of rural schools has been halted. School closings will

continue in some rural places as well as in cities in suburbs, but it

seems unlikely that a general policy of consolidating whenever possible

will be followed. Most of the nation's smallest schools are in places

that are sparsely settled (like farming and ranching communities) or

isolated by geography (like islands and mountains). Demographic trends

will help determine the fate of rural schools in the future and schould

be carefully monitored by local districts if they are to make realistic

plans for educating rural youngsters.

The emergence of citizens groups concerned about retaining local

schools is another indication that reorganization questions may be

examined more on a case-by-case basis than has been true in the past. In

addition, there are more systematic studies of the advantages and

disadvantages of school consolidation than there were a few years ago.

Ome result may well be that communities and policymakers will be better

prepared to assess when consolidation makes seise educationally and

economically and -when it does not.

There remains, however, the possible problem cf an information lag.

klthough there is considerable sophistication among rural school

.advocates about prior reformers' excessive claims about consolidation

benefits, the knowledge is not yet general enough to warrant assurance
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that, as school closings are considered, methodologies appropriate for

determining genuine assessments of costs and quality will be used. If

this is to happen, better mechanisms than currently exist for

disseminating the results of recent studies may be necessary at federal

and state levels.



IV. RURAL ELEMENTARY AND HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS IN THE CENSUS RFGIONS

In the more than 11,000 nonmetro school districts of rural America,

there-were 12.4 million elementary and secondary students in 1981-82. In

that year, thirty-one percent of all students were nonmetropolitan. Five

and one-half million attended school in he South and accounted for thirty-

nine percent of all Southern students. There were 3.5 million nonmetro

students in the North Central Region, or thirty-four percent of all North

Central students. The West had 1.8 million (20.3 percent) and the

Northeast had 1.6 million (twenty percent).

When the rural student populations in the states are examined, some

striking facts are apparent. Nine states were between 71 and 100 percent

nonmetro in their student population, and nineteen were more than fifty

percent nonmetro. Thirty states (or 60 percent) were at least one-third

metro by this measure. In only seven states did nonmetro students

account for less than 20 percent of all students (Table IV-3).

The numbers tell yet another story. The nine states that were more

than seventy percent rural in their student population contained only 1.4

million nonmetro students, or 12 percent of U.S. nonmetro students. Cn

thc, otter Nana, the six states (not counting ;elaware, which has no

nonmetro students) with fewer than 20 percent rural students accounted

for nine percent of the U.S. total. Texas and North Carolina alone

account for 13 million rural students -- more than ten percent of the

total. Three of the most urban states in the nation -- Illinois, New
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Table IV-1

Students by Metropolitan Status and
4 Regions, 1981 -82

Northeast

Central

-KIT-
OtherMr Nonmetro Total

Number 2,138,648 4,197,910 1,577,707 7,914,265
Percent 27 53 20 100

North Central
Number 2,347,422 4,561,753 3,514,574 10,423,749
Percent 23 44 34 100

South
Number 3,005,048 5,477,718 5,479,640 13,962,406
Percent 22 39 39 100

West
Number 1,814,714 4,134,594 1,810,352 7,759,660
Percent 23 53 23 100

All Regions
Number 9,305,832 18,371,975 12,383,273 40,060,080
Percent 23 46 31 100



State

CT
ME

MA
NH

NJ
NY
PA
RI

VT

IL

IN

IA

KS

MI
MN

MO
NE
ND

OH

SD
WI

Table IV-2

Nonmetro Students, Total Students, and
Percent Nonmetro, by State (1981-82)

NORTHEAST

Nonmetro Total

66,146 503,920
176,980 221,581

199,065 946,473

93,019 162,269
115,746 1,216,457
399,746 2,783,381
419,891 1,842,726

13,689 144,033

93,425 93,425

1,577,707 7,914,265

NORTH CENTRAL

Percent

13

so

21

57

10

14

23

10

100

412,049 1,912,564 22

389,684 1,026,988 38

322,628 516,479 62

226,368 409,909 55

362,748 1,744,605 21

277,610 732,242 34

326,435 815,846 0
156,155
103,241

273,364
117,407

57

88

461,237 1,944,491 24

107,162 125,580 85

369,257 804,274 46

3,514,574 10,423,749

59

SOUTH

State Nonmetro Total Perce

AL
AR
DE

298,185
273,155

- 0 -

709,017
437,097
97,719

42

62

-0-

FL 291,598 1,487,773 20

GA 469,510 1,055,257 44
KY 408,732 658,460 62

LA 325,469 778,295 42

MD 121,671 721,841 17

MS 375,469 473,295 79

NC 644,778 721,841 58

OK 254,994 581,464 44

SC 329,187 611,915 54

TN 366,579 851,663 43

TX 665,479 2,926,373 23

VA 351,313 989,548 36

WV 377 966 69,262,224
0 .1.37021:476

WEST

AK 52,604 90,112 58

AZ 138,412 484,659 29

CA 356,157 4,045,720 9

CO 159,174 543,317 99

ID 168,558 203,960 83

MT 117,959 152,960 77

NV 29,453 150,590 20

NM 188,382 264,583 71

OR 195,796 457,315 43

UT 78,951 354,540 22

WA 226,482 750,675 30

WY 98,424 98,424 100

1,810,352 7,759,660



York, and California -- have almost 1.2 million nonmetro students, which

is close to 10 percent of the total (Table IV-4).

Seven states have more than 400,000 rural .students, while twelve

others have between three and four thousand.' Eight have between 200 and

300 thousand, thirteen have between 100 and 200 thousand, and nine have

fewer than 100 thousand. Some of the nations most rural states are in

the last category; Vermont, Wyoming, and Arkansas.

However the numbers are viewed, one fact seems clear. Rural

education is a national concern, and the concern of virtually every

state. In some states, most students are rural. In others, the rural

proportion is small but the numbers are substantial. And in others, the

rural student population is a minority in both numbers and proportion.

The Educational Attainment of Nonmetro Populations

Attainment

Rural Americans as a group are educationally disatvantaged when they

are compred vith inhabitants of cities and suburbs. This was true in

1970 and continued to be true throughout the decade, although most racial

and ethnic groups improved their status during that time. In 1970, fcr

example, 56 percent of metro females but only 48 percent of nonmetro

females had finished high school. In 1979 the figures were 70 percent

and 62 percent, respectively, with the difference remaining about eight
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Table IV-3

States Ranked by Percent of
Nonmetro Students* (1981-82)

1. Vermont 100 27. Missorui 40
2. Wyoming 100 28. Indiana 38
3. North Dakota 88 29. Virginia 36
4. South Dakota 85 30. Minnesota 34

5. Idaho 83 31. Washington 30
6. Maine 80 32. Arizona 29
7. Mississippi 79 33. Colorado 29
8. Montana 77 34. Ohio 24

9. New Mexico 71 35. Pennsylvania 23
10. West Virginia 69 Texas 23
11. Iowa 62 37. Illinois 22
12. Arkansas 62 Utah 22

Kentucky 62 39. Massachusetts 21
14. North Carolina 58 Michigan 21
15. Alaska 58 41. Florida 20
16. New Hampshire 57 Nevada 20
17. Nebraska 57 43. Maryland 17
18. Kansas 55 44. New York 14
19. South Carolina 54 45. Connecticut 13

20. Wisconsin 46 46. New Jersey 10
21. Georgia 44 47. Rhode Island 10

Oklahoma 44 48. California 9

23. Tennessee 43 49. Delaware
Oregon 43

25. Alabama 42

Louisiana 42

* Hawaii is not included



Table IV-4

States Ranked by Number of Nonmetro Students

1981-82

1. Texas 665,479 26. Washington 226,482
2. North Carolina 644,778 27. Kansas 226,368
3. Georgia 469,510 28. Massachusetts 199,065
4. Ohio 461,237 29. Oregon 195,796
5. Pennsylvania 419,891 30. New Mexico 188,382
6. Illinois 412,049 31. Maine 176,980
7. Kentucky 408,732 32. Idaho 168,558
8. New York 399,746 33. Colorado 159,174
9. Indiana 389,684 34. Nebraska 156,155

10. Mississippi 375,912 35. Arizona 138,412
11. Wisconsin 369,257 36. Maryland 121,671
12. Tennessee 366,579 37. Montana 117,959
13. Michigan 362,748 38. New Jersey 115,746
1M. California 356,157 39. South Dakota 107,162
15. Virginia 351,313 40. North Dakota 103,241
16. South Carolina 329,187 41. Wyoming 98,424
17. Missouri 326,435 42. Vermont 93,425
18. Louisiana 325,469 43. New Hampshire 93,019
19. Iowa 322,628 44. Utah 79,951
20. Alabama 298,185 45. ConnectLcut 66,146
21. Florida 291,598 46. Arkansas 52,604
22. Minnesota 277,616 47. Nevada 29,453
23. Arkansas 273,155 48. Rhode Island 13,699
24. West Virginia 262,224 49. Delaware - 0 -
25. Oklahoma 254,994 50. Bawaii 0 -



Table IV-6

4 Years of College or More

Race/Ethnicity and
Metro/Nometro Status M

1970
F

1977

M F
1979

M F

Total Population 13.6 8.2 19.2 12.0 20.4 12.9

Metro 15.7 8.9 22.0 13.3 23.0

Central Cities 13.9 8.4 19.9 12.6 20.5

Suburbs 17.2 9.5 23.5 14.1 24.4
Nonmetro 9.2 6.6 13.3 9.4 15.0

White 14.5 8.5 20.2 12.4 21.4 13.3

Metro 16.8 9.3 23.4 13.7 24.4 14.7

Central Cities 15.7 9.1 22.5 13.2 23.0 14.7

Suburbs 17.6 9.6 23.9 14.1 25.1 14.7

Nonmetro 9.7 6.8 14.1 9.8 15.7 10.5

Black 4.2 4.6 7.0 7.4 DATA

Metro 4.7 4.8 8.3 8.1 NOT
Central Cities 4.5 4.5 6.9 7.1 AVAILABLE
Suburbs 5.4 5.6 12.5 11.5

Nonmetro 2.7 4.0 3.1 5.2

Hispanic 6.1 3.1 DATA 8.2 5.4

Metro 6.2 3.2 NOT 8.7 5.6

Central Cities 6.0 2.7 AVAILABLE 7.5 4.9

Suburbs 6.7 3.9 10.3 6.6

Nonmetro 5.6 2.4 5.2 3.8



percentages points. Nonmetro males lagged metro males with high school

diplomas by eleven percent in 1970 and by almost the same amount in 1979

(Table IV-5).

Differences in college degrees are also striking. Between 1970 and

1979 metro females with four or more years of college increased from nine

Percent to fourteen percent. nonmetro females in this category were not

quite seven percent in 1970 and had increased to only 10. percent in

1979. Almost sixteen percent of nonmetro males had four or more yeacs of

college in 1970; by 1979 the college educated had grown to twenty-three

percent. (Table IY-6).

For both metro and nonmetro populations, education attainment

increased between 1970-77 and 1977-79. with few exceptions, however the

gaps between metro and nonmetro populations were not apprecially narrowed.

In 1970, 1977, and 1979, nonmetro males had the highest rate of

illiteracy of any group in the nation. For this group the rate declined,

however, from eight percent to five percent during the decade. Suburban

females had the lowest rates of illiteracy: 3.3 percent in 1970, 2.1

percent in 1977, and 2 percent in 1979. The metro male population's

functional illiteracy rate declined by 2.7 percent between 1970 and 1979,

from almost five percent to 3 percent. Functional illiteracy in all

types of communities and for both sexes had declined tc five percent or

less by 1979. These figures mask a more serious illiteracy rates for

minorities, however. In 1977, for example, functional illiteracy

f4



Table IV-5

Percentage of Whites, Blacks, and Hispanics
With 4 or More Years of High School

Race/Ethnicity and
Metro /Nanetro Status M

1970
F

1977
M F

1979
M F

Total Population 52.3 53.3 65.6 64.6 68.4 67.1
Metro 55.7 55.7 69.3 67.1 71.9 69.7

Central Cities 51.4 50.7 64.5 61.2 67.4 64.1
Suburbs 59.3 60.2 72.6 71.7 75.0 73.8

Nonmetro 44.8 47.9 57.9 58.6 61.4 61.7

White 54.45 55.5 67,5 66.5 70.3 69.2
Metro 57.9 57.9 71.3 69.2 73.9 71.7

Central Cities 54.7 53.8 67.9 63.9 70.6 67.1
Suburbs 60.3 61.1 73.3 72.5 75.8 74.5

Nonmetro 47.0 50.4 60.1 61.3 63.4 64.2

Black 30.1 32.4 46.5 45.4 DATA
Metro 34.4 36.6 50.3 50.6 NOT

Central Cities 34.5 36.5 47.9 49.4 AVAILABLE
Suburbs 33.7 36.9 57.1 54.5

Nonmetro 16.9 19.8 31.5 30.7

Hispanic 33.2 30.9 DATA 42.3 41.8
Metro 34.6 31.8 NOT 43.5 42.6

Central Cities 32.4 28.6 AVAILABLE 40.9 38.8
Suburbs 38.5 37.7 47.1 48.0

Nonmetro 26.6 26.4 35.5 36.4



% of Schools

Change Faculty Student Body

Increase in size
No change
Decrease in size

32.4
52.5
15.1

27.6
30.0
42.4

TABLE 3: Changes in Size of Faculties

and Student Bodies isomr....+1

Advantage % of Total Responses

No advantage
37.8%

Expanded curriculum 27.8

More money, lower taxes 8.7

Better facilities, supplies 6.8

More students,
better teams

6.5

Competition among
students

5.7

Exposure to different types
of people

Other

2.7
8.5

TABLE 4: Perceived Advantages of

Consolidation

:
Disadvantage % of Total RepOnses

No disadvantage 4.6%
Transi.ortation problems 42.9
Lose community cohesion.

an important part of the
community 18.9

Loss of individual
attention 16.5

Loss of community control
over education 7.3

Discipline or
drug problems 6.5

Lowered quality of
instruction 3.8

Other 1.5

TABLE 5: Perceived Disadvantages of
Consolidation

R 6



rates ranged from less than 2 percent for suburban white females to 22.5

percent for nonmetro black males.

avimetro_placIss

On all three measures of education attainment, rural blacks lagged

both metro blacks and rural whites in 1970 and 1977. (Data were not

available for 1979) This Was true for both sexes. In 1970, less than 17

Percent of nonmetro black males had a high school education, compared

with 3A.4 percent of black males in metro areas, 47 percent of nonmetro

white males, and 60.3 percent of suburban white males. Nonmetro black

female graduates compared similarly to nonmetro and suburban white

females. By 1977, 31.5 percent of nonmetro blacks had 4 years or more of

high school, but had not closed the gap between themselves and other

groum. Differences between rural black males and females are shown

below:

petro blacks

Table IV-8

Eonmetu_yhites Subur,ban whites

nonmetro Hales -19.8 -28.6 -41.8

nonmetro Females -19.9 -30.6 -41.3

Functional illiteracy among blacks is declining but the substantial

differences between blacks ana whites that existed in 1970 had not

decreased appreciably by 1977. (able IV-7) Ionmetro black males

illustrate this problem very well because the ;orsistently had the
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Table IV-7

Functional Illiteracy

Race/Ethnicity and
Metro/Nometro Status M

1970
F

1977
M F

1979

M F

Total Population 5.9 4.8 4.0 3.5 3.7 3.2

Metro 4.9 4.5 3.2 3.1 3.0 2.8

Central Cities 6.2 5.7 4.6 4.3 4.1 4.0

Suburbs 3.8 3.3 2.2 2.1 2.3 2.0

Nolemetro 8.1 5.6 5.7 4.2 5.1 4.0

White 4.7 4.0 3.1 2.8 2.8 2.6

Metro 4.0 3.8 2.6 2.7 2.3 2.4

Central Cities 4.9 5.0 2.6 3.9 3.0 3.5

Suburbs 3.3 2.9 2.0 1.9 1.9 1.7

Norinetro 6.2 4.2 4.3 3.1 3.8 3.0

Black 17.7 4.0 12.0 8.0 DATA

Metro 13.0 3.8 8.5 5.6 NOT

Central Cities 12.1 5.0 8.9 5.6 AVAILABLE

Suburbs 16.5 2.9 7.4 5.7

Nonmetro 32.0 4.2 22.5 14.9

Hispanic 19.5 11.7 DATA 17.8 17.5

Metro 17.6 8.9 NOT 16.1 16.2

Central Cities 18.2 8.4 AVAILABLE 15.6 17.5

Suburbs 16.6 11.0 16.8 14.6

Nonmetro 28.8 20.4 27.2 24.9
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highest rates of functional illiteracy between 1970 and 1977. At the

beginning of the decade, 32 percent of Slack males were functionally

illiterate, compared with 13 percent of metro blacks and 6.2 percent of

nonmetro whites. In other words, functional illiteracy was more than

three times more prevalent among nonmetro plack males than among their

metro counterparts and more than five times more prevalent than among

nonmetro Whites. By 1977, the differences between nonmetro and metro

blacks had not diminished much, with the nonmetro rate (14.9 percent) not

quite three times the nonmetro rate (5.6 percent).

Nonmetro Slack females had the second highest rates of functional

illiteracy -- u.14 percent in 1970 and 14.9 percent in 1917. This Was

more than Wire. that of their metro counterparts dn 1910 MS percent)

and 1977 (5.6 percent). It was almost five times the rate of nonmettic

white females in 1970 *4.2 percent) and 1977 ".3.1 percent).

aaural dimeanis

In some respects, Bural Hispanics had the cost discouraging

educational situation of any group on which information was available in

1970 and 19-79. On measures of functional illiteracy, they were at the

bottom, and other differences Were especially pronounced for nonmetro

female Hispanics.



College degrees were rare VIMOng nonmetro Hispanics and almost

nonexistent for females in this group. The rate did increase for females

between 1970 (2.4 percent) and 1979 (3.8 percent) however; while it

declined for males by .4 percent (from 5.6 percent to 5.2 percent). In

1970, nonmetro Hispanics females had the lowest percentage of college

degrees Itmong whites, blacks and Hispanics of both sexes. They remained

at the bottom in 1979, although the latest year dces not include data on

Blacks. en the ether hand, nonmetro Hispanics males had a higher rate. in

1970 than did nonmetro black males. It is not possible to make

compatisons between Blacks and Hispanics in 1977 and 1979.

/bite and hispanic differences are dramatic, however. For both

groups of Hispanic females, there was little difference in college degree

rates in either 1970 (3.2 for metro females; 2.4 for nonmetro females) or

1979 (5.4 for metro females and 3.8 for the metro group.) Nonmetro white

females, however, exceeded their Hispanic counterparts by 4.4 percent in

1970, or almost three to one. ey 1979, the difference was even greater,

with white nonmetro females exceeding the Hispanic group by more than

three to one (10.5 percent to 3.8 percent).

Difference between nonmetro and metro Hispanic males grew from 0.6

percent in 1970 to 3.5 percent in 1979, with the metro group 3a1ing.

But the greatest increase in differen--; occurred between nonmetro

Hispanics and nonmetro white males between 1970 and 1979. In the earlier



year, the difference-was only 4.1 percent (not quite two to one) )ut by

the later year nonmetro whites exceeded nonmetro HispanIcs by more than

three'to one (15.7 percent to 5.2 percent)

Both male and female nonmetro Hispanics lagged considerably behind

metro whites in 1970 and 1979, with the lag increasing for males from

20.4 percent in the earlier year to almost 26 percent in the later year.

For female_ Hispanics, the lag was about the same in both years, about

twenty-four percent. On the other hand, nonmetro Hispanics had more male

and female high school graduates than did nonmetro blacks in 1970.

Hispanic females led by 6.6 percent and males by 9.7 percent. It should

be born in mind that the trend for both minority groups is one of

absolute increase but relative stability (and sometimes small increases)

in the amount of lag behind whites. Thus rural minorities are making

progress in education attainment but are not closing the gap between

themselves and white nonmetro students.

In 1970, functional illiteracy was almost five times as high for

nonmetro Hispanic Males as for nonmetro White males, but only ninety

percent of the rate for Black males. A striking aspect of the data is

that virtually no reductions in illiteracy has c7curred for either

Hispanic males a: females by 1979, whereas by 1977 Blacks had reduced



their rates by almost ten percent for males and almost 7 percent for

female (thus reducing sex differences in the Black population). Nonmetro

Whites by 1979 had reduced their rates of functional illiteracy from 6.2

to 3.9 percent for males and from 4.2 to 3 percent for females. With

1979 functional illiteracy r_4es of 27.2 for nonmetro Hispanic males and

214.9 percent for females, this group rate exceeded that of whites by

almost eight times for males and more than eight times for females. This

means that White/Hispanic differences have expand at a very discouraging

rate- since 1970.

Su ramau

In the 1970s, the nonmetro population as a whole and all racial and

ethnic groups within it lagged behind the metro population and the

accompanying groups within it on measures of college attainment, high

school attainment, and literacy rates. WithIn the rural population,

Blacks and Hispanics were substantially behind their white counterparts

at the beginning and near the end of the decade. While minority groups

made absolute gains on most measures of attainment, they did not on the

Whole make gains relative to white nonmetro students or to the metro

Population. For nonmetro Hispanic females, there was no reduction in the

rate of illiteracy between 19780-79, and for their male counterparts the

reduction was negligible.



Student_ichieveritent in Rural gEhools

Basic_alills_IaRrovements

Nationally, there are a few promising developments in student

achievement. The_ National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) as

well as several studies undertaken independently by various education

researchers indicate ger..-=ral improvement in basic skill performance

between 1970 and 1980.

The National Ass. Isment of Education Progress periodically surveys

the skills and knowledge of America students aged 9, 13, and 17 in a

variety of subjects: reading, writing, mathematics, science, citizenship,

social studies, literature, art music, and career and occupational

development. Generally, students are tested in each subject every three

years. Data on reading and math for the three age groups are shown in

Tables IV-9 through IY-11. NAERbegan testing students in a climate of

concern for deteriorating academic standards, which led schools

throughout the country to emphasize "the basics." Certain groups have

improved their performance on basic reading skills between 1970 and 1980;

o Nine-year olds' overall reading level rose 3.9 percent,

with highest gains in reference skills (u.8%), literal

comprehension (3.9%) and inferential comprehension (3.5A).



o Black students achieved the largest gains of all nine-year

olds (9.9%).

o They were followed by southeastern nine-year olds, who

improved by 17.5 percent.

o Rural students were next, with a six per cent gain.

o Disadvantaged urban nine-year olds performed better by 5.2

percent.

o Hispanic students improved twice as much as their

1

counterparts between 1975-1980.

Thirteen-year olds did not show the same degree of improvement

between 1970 and 1980, although they had some gains. The most

significant was for Black students, who improved their overa_ta

performance by 4.2 percent. The whole group improved significantly in

liberal comprehension from the first to the third assessment. For

seventeen -year olds, there was a significant decline in inferential

comprehension.



Rural -Urban and Regional Ccmaarisons on Reading and Mathematicsj_1979-60

Tables IV-9, IV-10, and IV-11 contain the data that are the basis for

this discussion. The general trends are that students who live in the

northeast; who reside in advantaged urban areas, in fringes around big

cities, or in medium cities; who are white, and who have college-educated

parents perform best on reading and math. eemales do slightly :etter in

reading, while males do a little better in math. Students with the

lowest scores Jive ire the Southeast, attend schools in disadvantaged

urban areas (and sometimes in small places), have parents who did not

finish white school, and belong to a minority group.

On reading, living in the Southeast was a predictor of significantly

below average reading performance for ages 9, 13, and 17. So was being a

male. M5.nority-group status was also associated with below average

performance for all three age group, as was residence in a disadvantaged

urban area.

The situation in rural communities and small places is a little

ambiguous. .AIthough there were no instances of students in this category

performing above the national average, in only two cases were the below

average means significant. Nine-year olds and thirteen-year olds

attending schools in rural communities performed significantly poorer

than the national average. In all other cases, the small negative

differences associated with rural place of residence were not significant

at the .05 level.
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Table IV-9

National Mean Percentages Correct and Mean Group Differences for
Nine-Year Olds on Reading Comprehension and Mathematics

Reading;
loll Comprehension
(130 Exercises)

Nation 58.15

Region
Northeast 2.58*
Southeast -2.24*
Central_ 1.09
mast- -1.20

Sex

Mathematics
All Knowledge All Skills

Items Items

65.9 43.3

3.7 3.3*
-4.4* -4.3*
2.8* 2.6*

-2.5* -2.6*

Male -2.49* -0.7* -0.2
Pemele 2.47* 0.7* 0.2

Pace /Ethnicity
Whit*. 3.36* 2.4* 2.3*
Black -13.79* -11.0* -10.8*
Hispanic 13.28* -9.2* -7.9*

IyPe, of Communityf
Rural -2.54* -4.5* 3.3*
Disadvantagmel Urban -14.72* -10.6* -6.9*
A-dvantaged Urban 9.78* 7* 8.9*

Size of Community
gig cities -3.44* -4.3* -3.3*
Fringes around
big cities 3.21* 4.3* 3.6*

!tedium cities 0.42 1.2 0.1
Small places 0.21 -0.3 -0.3

Parental Education
Rot graduated high

school -9.21* -7.7* -7.4*
Graduated high school 0.68 0.5 0.5
Some post high school 4.36* 5.3* 5.0*
Graduated College 2.90*

Grade
3 -13.07* -12.2* -10.4*
4 5.59* 4.3* 3.6*

A-ohievement Class
Lowest quarter -13.21*
Middle-lowest quarter 7.19* OPIO4M .IMP

Middy- highest quarter 10.55* 000
Highest quarter 27.60*

* Indicate mean percentages significantly different from the nation at the
0.5 level

t This population group represents among one third of the sample
- 70
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Table IV-10

Rational Mean Percentages Correct and Mean Differences
for 13-Year-0lis on Readjng Comprehension, Math, and

Reading: Math
All Comprehension Knowledge

Nation 73.95 66.9

Region
Northeast 1.39 3.5*
Southeast -2.71* -5.0*
Central 2.26* 2.6*
Vest -0.87 -1.9*

Science

Skills

51.9

5.0*
-6.5*
2.0

-2.0

Sex
Male -2.09 0.1 -0.6*
Female 2.04* -0.1 0.6*

Race/Ethnicity
White 3.28* 2.9* 3.3*
Black -14.34* -14.0* 16.EP
Hispanic -11.38* -10.9* -12.0*

Type of Community+
Rucal 3.88* 7.3* 9.0*
Disadvantaged Urban -9.77* -4.4* -4.7*
Advantaged Urban 8.49* 10.3* 12.8*

Size of Community

Reading Math
Knowledge

Scien'
Skills

Big cities -3.72* -2.5* -3.1*
Fringes around

big cities 2.05 3.6* 4.8*
Medium cities 0.40 3.9* 5.2*
Small places 0.11 -1.2 -1.8*

Parental Education
Not graduated nigh school -10.46* -7.3* -8.9*
Graduated high school -0.92* -0.6 -0.9
Some post high school 4.47* 5.9* 6.9*
Graduated College 4.67*

Grade
7 -9.27* -6.8* -11.6*
8 4.07* 3.9* 5.U*

Achievement Class
Lowest quarter -29.25*
Middle-lowest quarter -2.27
Middle-highest quarter 10.63
Highest quarter 20.87* ,

* Indicate mean percentages significantly different from the nation at the
0.5 level

f This population group represents among one third of the sample
- 71 - 77
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Table IV-10

National Mean Percentages Correct and Mean Differences for
13-Year-Olds on Reading Comprehension, Bath,

Reading:
Pill Comprehension Knowledge

and Science

Math
Skills

Nation 73.95 66.9 51.9

Region
Northeast 1.39 3.5* 5.0*
southeast -2.71* -5.0* -6.5*
Central 2.26* 2.6* 2.0
West -0.87 -1.9* -2.0

Sex
Male -2.09* 0.1 -0.6*
Female 2.04* -0.1 -0.6*

Race/Ethnicity
lt. 3.2e* 2.9* 3.3*

Black -14.34* -14.0* -16.8*
gisPanic -11.38* -10.9* -12.0*

Type of Co&u
Rural -3.88* 7.3* 9.0*
Disadvantaged urban -9.77* -4.4* -4.7*
kdvantEged Urban -9.77* -10.3* -12.8*

Size of Costwunity
'Big citi/2s -3.72* -2.5* -3.1*
Fringes aroland
big Catit 2.05 3.6* 4.8*

Medium Ctties 0.40 3.9* 5.2*
Small places 0.11 -1.2 -1.8*

Parental Education
Not graduated high school -10.46* -7.5* -8.9*
Graduated high school -0.92* -0.6 -0.9
Some post high school 4.47* 5.9* t.9*
Graduated College 4.67* IMO MID - - -

Grad
7 -9.27* -8.8* -11.6*
8 4.07* 3.9* 5.0*

Achievement Class
Lowest quarter -29.25* 41111

Middle-lowest quarter 2.27* eNN

Middle-highest quarter 10.63 .
Highest quarter 20.87 MID

* Indicate mean percenta:les significantly different from the nation at the
0.5 level

f This population group represents among one third of the sample
. - 72 -
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Table IV-11

1979-80
National Mean Percentages Correct, and Mean Group Differences
for In-School 17-Year-Olds on Reading Comprehension and

Reading: Math
All Comprehension Knowledge

Nation 79.09 71.7

Region
Northeast -0.21 1.5*
Southeast -2.01* -3.5*
Central 0.52 2.5*
Vest 1.10 -2.6*

Sex

Math

Skills

59.0

3.3*
-4.6*
2.6*

-2.7*

Rale -1.39* 1.1* 1.3*
Female 1.37* -1.1* -1.2*

Race/Ethnicity
White 2.94* 2.5* 2.9*
Black -16.61* -15.5* -17.6*
Hispanic -7.98* -11.8* -12.0*

Type CommunitTt
aural -0.66 7.6* 9.8*
Disadvantaged Urban -10.37* -12.5* -13.4*
Advantaged Urban 5.88* 7.6* 9.8*

Size -f Community
Big cities -3.34* -2.7* -2.1
Fringes around
big cities 1.14 2.7* 3.1*

Meditin cities 0.68 3.2 5.5*
Small Places 0.51 -0.7

Parental Education
Not graduated high school -8.57* -10.8*
Graduated high school -2.20* -2.5* -3.0*
Some post high school 3.41* 5.5* 6.3*
Graduated College 4.54*

Grade
10 -14.89 -11.5* -11.1*
11 2.34* 2.2* 2.3*
12 5.36* 3.0* 4.4*

Achievement Class
Lowest quarter -26.05* W.

Middle-lowest quarter 1.24* 4WD 4WD MI.

Middle-highest quarter 9.73* 4WD OM MIN, ONO

Highest quarter 17.54* .NE0=1041E0

* Indicate mean percentages significantly different from the nation at the
0.5 level

t This population group represents among one third of the sample
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One of the problems with MAElass data reporting procedure is the

failure to show racial and ethnic means within metro and nonmetro

categories. Given the discouraging portraits of nonmetro Black and

Hispanic attainment (as described earlier), and given the low socio-

economic status of nonmetro minority groups (even relative to metro

minorities), one would find it strange if rural minorities were able to

overcome all the conditions that inhibit their development and perform as

well as their metro counterparts. Without the concrete data, however,

one may only infer. policies badly needed to combat severe types of

disadvantaged situations are hard to argue from inferences. Even so, the

case for greater attention to the educational needs of nonmetro poor and

minority groups seems strong.

Hiokgr-Level Skills

The emphasis on basic skills may have had an unintended (and

undesired) side effect, according to several researchers who have

examined all levels of performance among elementary and secondary

students. kocording to one source, "KAU findings indicate that students

are mastering the basics, while doing worse on more difficult aspects of

the sax, subject." (Personal communication; gIE, 1981 (draft)) It

appears that students can handle mathematical computations and English

grammar but flounder on word problems and persuasive writing. They are

doing better on literal comprehension but worse on inferential

comprehension. The poor performance of high school students on science

and social studies, one author argues, "reinforces the need for high

3

schools... to expand their focus" beyond basic reading and math."



The pattern shows up when age is used as a variable. Between 1970

and 1960, nine-year olds improved the most of any group. Thirteen year

cads were essentially stable and showed a few improvements.

Seventeen-year-olds, however, declined in Performance during the decade.

If this probleE is more severe for nonmetro students, it could be

related to course offerings in rural and small schools. Higher-level

skjils in math, science, and foreign langcasco. ark typicany tawht-in

the wivanced focus of those subjects. If rural and small schools cannot

offer the subjects, they are hard pressed to expose students to the

sills they teach.



V. STUDENT EXPERIENCES A REPORTED BY RURAL SENIORS

Like other important social institutions, schools acquire images.

Since at least the advent of reformers' enthusiasm for school

consolidation, rural schools have (in the minds of both reformers and

supporters) taken on characteristics so pronounced as to constitute an

image based on a set of conventional beliefs that have accrued over the

years To the early reformers, rural school were too small and too

provincial to provide an adequate curriculum or to function efficiently:

making them into good schools would cost too much, so they needed to be

joined with other schools. To supporters, on the other hand, rural

schools were (and are) places where school spirit and extra-curricular

participation are high, teachers are more personally acquainted with

students, and school-community rapport is strong. Both sets of ideas

have come to constitute some of the conventional wisdom about rural

schools.

A National Center of Education Statistics (NCES) survey of high school

seniors has provided an opportunity to test -- in a tentative sense

some "covientional wisdom" assumptions against student reports and

perceptions. In a High School Beyord Study in 19B0, a national . mple of

high school seniors was asked to respond to 121 questions (most

containing several items) about their experiences in high school. For

this study, NCES has sorted the responses '..y geographic region and by

urbanicity within region.



Forty-five items pertaining to academic classes and programs, special

programs, extra-c=icular activities, and school climate have been

selected for examination in this report. These data will be presented as

percentages by region and by urbanicity. It must be kept in mind that

the scope of this study did not provide for statistical tests of

differences among categories of students and that all subsequent

tdiscussion focuses only on differences in p^rcents. With those

limitations or a caution, however, one.can see a few patterns in the way

rural and non-rural students answered questions about their classes,

teachers, and schools.

Curricular Offerinsu

A part of the conventional wisdom about rural schools is that their

smaller size and isolation from urban centers inhibit their ability to

provide a full and diversified curriculum, thus 1:.miting their students'

opportunities to get an education that hag high quality and is matched

wi.th the needs of diverse individuals. In the paste detractors cited

this characteristic as a reason for closing small rural schools and

sendiao students to consolidated ones. Today, many of those who have

studied rural education conditions would cite this feature (assuming its

existence) as an indication of inequity, pointing out that people who

inhabit sparsely settled places or small communities ought not

necessarily be forced into losing their schools because of where they

live. Recent critics of consolidation have also raised questions about

the greater cost efficiencyof larger schools. The question of equity as

- 77 -
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it relates to rural and urban cost differences in a complex one and

should be the subject of a major national study. Even in the absence of

such a study, some evidence about the correctness of the conventional

Wisdom is warranted. Is it true that rural schools on the whole do not

offer the range or extent of course offerings provided in urban and

suburban schools?

LAXAnce4 RcadImic OiitLiAls

Data from the High School and Beyond Study of seniors suggest V#ierir

that, with respect to more advanced academic offerings, the answer is

yes, it is true -- in most cases. Nine items from three of the questions

have been selected in order to compare urban, suburban, and rural

differences in the experiences that high school seniors reported during

the three year beginning 1977-78 to 1979-80. These items are academic

courses in math, science, Spanish, French, German, advanced English, and

advanced math; frequency of writing assignments; and student ratings of

their schools' academic instruction.

It must be kept in mind that the data are student responses to ques-

tions about instruction and not administrators' listings of what the

schools offer. ha assumption is being made, however, that differences

in students' participation in advanced classes are more likely to be a

reflection of what is available than a statement about differences among

urban, suburban, and rural students. (The data on student participation

in subject matter and honorary clubs seen to support t;Lis assumption.
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Sees pp .) With this caution in mind, it is possible to make a few

general observations about the data in tables 1 through 9.

Type of Higb_gchool Program. In every census region, fewer rural

than urban or suburban seniors reported being in an academic program.

(Table V-1) Regional differences, however, were more dramatic than

differences in urbanieity, with Northeastern students in all types of

schools reo.crtimg higher enrollments in academic programs than other

students, regardless of settling. Almost half (48.9 percent) of suburban

students in the Northeast were in this typecof program, compared vith

fever than one-third in the suburban South (31.28 percent) and the

suburban West (32.70 percent). The ffidwest stands close tc midway

between the Northeast and West, with 39.59 percent. For rural students,

the figures were 41.45 percent for the Northeast, 27.22 percent for the

South, 27.08 percent for the Midwest, and 26.25 percent far the West.



Table V-1

1980 Seniors Enrolled in General, Academic, and Vocational
Programs by lirbanicity and Region

Type of
High
School

Program

Urban

General

Academic
or Col-
lege Pre-
paratory

Agri-
culture
Occupa-
tions

Business
or Office
Occupa-
tions

Distri-
butive
Educa-
tion

Health
Occupa-
tions

Home
Economics
Occupa-
tions

Techni-
cal

Occupa-
tions

Trade or
Industrial
Occupa-
tions

Total

Vocationa
Occupa-
tions

Northeast 21.66 43.02 2.26 15.03 1.45 1.10 1.48 1.45 7.55 30.32
South 36.13 30.92 3.53 10.80 4.74 1.31 2.53 1.92 8.04 32.95
Midwest 37.32 28.88 1.80 13.43 2.55 1.99 1.75 3.98 8.30 33.80
West 43.76 34.02 1.14 1.41 .56 1.74 1.47 1.78 6.11 22.22

Suburban
Northeast 24.99 48.59 1.93 11.74 1.83 1.01 .69 2.60 6.62 26.42
South 39.71 31.28 3.47 10.40 3.92 1.27 1.84 2.81 5.29 29.01
Midwest 36.73 39.59 2.64 7.94 2.37 1.08 1.34 2.02 6.29 23.68
West 47.52 32.70 1.83 7.94 1.09 1.22 1.05 2.32 4.34 17.98

Rural

Northeast 30.94 41.45 1.28 12.81 1.10 .64 1.22 2.01 8.55 27.61
South 43.41 27.22 4.75 10.59 %91 1.30 2.13 1.85 5.85 29.37
Midwest '49.32 27.08 4.94 7.24 L.61 1.34 1.04 1.64 5.78 23.60
West 49.52 26.25 3.42 10.01 2.05 0.62 0.66 2.70 4.77 24.23



except in the West, more urban than rural students said they were

taking a vocational program. The difference between urban and rural

students in the Midwest is more than ten percent (33.80 percent to 23.60

percent) but is less striking in the other regions. The West has a qvite

different sorting, with more rural (24.23 percent) than urban (22.22

percent) or suburban (17.98 percent) students reporting enrollment in a

Vocational program.

More than 43 per 4nt of all rural students in the South, Midwest, and

West said they were in the general program. Almost half the rural

students in the Midwest (0.33 percent) and the West (49.52 percent)

claimed to be taking a general high school course. Only about 31 percent

of Northeastern rural students made this claim, however.

Math and Science.. Three or more years of high- school math and

science are generally required for entrance to college programs i%

prestigious fields like engineering, pre-medicine, and the physical and

biological sciences. A school's student rate of enrollment in science

and math classes is one indication of its graduates' opportunities to

pursue college study in a mathematical or scientific field. The data

from the NCES Senior Questionnaire ;how that in all census regions, fewer

rural than urban or suburban students report taking 3 or more years of

math in senior high school.



Table V-2

1.

1980 Seniors Ranked by Percent in Region (by
Urbanicity) With Three or More Years of Math

LtE2RLI fiesiapa. p1111:anicill_g_tatais

48.15 Urban Northeast
2. 45.70 Suburban Northeast
3. 45.09 Rural Northeast
44. 32.76 Suburban South
5. 32.24 Urban South
6. 30.61 Urban Midwest
7. 28.51 Suburban Midwest
a. 27.32 Rural South
9. 23.59 Suburban West
10. 22,68 Rural Midwsst
11. 22.53 Urban West
12. 19.6 Rural West

The best predictor on this variable, however, is nct type of setting

Int Census region. More than forty-five percent of all Northeastern

students reported Studying math for at least three years. No other

region or setting came within 12 points of the lowest figure for the

Northeast. Rural Southern seniors with three or more years of math

outranked all types of Western seniors as well as rural Midwestern

seniors. Seniors in the rural West reported the least participation,

1'.6 percent.

These figures say nothing, of course, about the type of mathematics

classes students had taken. It is entirely possible that some students

had taken general math, business math, and pre-algebra, while others bad

taken advanced algebra, trigonometry, and calculus. The same things is

true of science courses. One student's three years of science might

consist of two years of chemistry and one of physics, while another's

might be general science, physic...1 science, and biology.

R9
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Table V-3

la4

1980 Seniors Ranked by Percent in region (by
Urbanicitr) With Three or More Years of Science

Percent 2Lkanicitv and Region

1. 41.49 Urban Northeast
2. 35.11 Rural Northeast
3. 33.78 Suburban Northeast
4. 21.24 Suburban Midwest
5. 19.90 Urban South
6. 19.19 Rural Midwest
7. 19.05 Suburban South
S. 17.18 Rural South
9. 16.99 Urban Midwest

10. 14.68 Ru:,1 West
11. 13.35 Suburban West
12. 12.52 Urban West

Rural students compared more favorably with their urban and suburban

counterparts when asked how many years of science they had taken. Only

in the south did rural students lag the pack; in the West, they led. In

the Northeast, more rural (35.11 percent) than urban students (33.78

percent) said they had taken three or more years of science. In the

Midwlest, 19.19 percent of rural students bit only 16.99 percent of urban

students so reported. Once more, however, the gap between the Northeast

and tt ®thee regions looks substantial. The lowest Northeast rate of

33.78 percent is morcg than 12 points higher than the rate for the highest

participating group in the rest of the country. There is a spread of

alaost thirty points (41.49 ,ercent to 12.52 percent) between urban

Northeastern students repor*ing 3 or more years of science and urban

Western students so reporting.

Forzist,Itanagage.A. High School seniors in the High School and Beyond

Study were asked to state how many years of Spanish, French, or German

83 -
90
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they had taken since entering the tenth grade. From their responses, it

agpears that Spanish is the most frequent choice of students who elect a

foreign la.,guage and that, for Spanish and French, attending school in

the Northeast is the best predictor of taking at least three years of a

language. The years or more of a foreign languags were chosen as the

variable to examine because three years° study of a language in high

school is usually conaideced the minimal requirement for literacy. If

this is the case, very small minorities of high school seniors throughout

the United Stzites were potentially literate in a foreign language in 1981.

'This was especially true for students outsioe the $ortheast t th

only two exceptions); more so for rural students in the South, Midwest,

and West; and notably so for all students in the German language. Tables

V-y, V-5, and V-6 show by rank from greatest to least the percentage rrf

students having taken three or more years of one of the languages.

Table V-4

Rang

1.

2.

1960 Seniors Ranked by Percent in Region (by
Urbanicity) With Three or More Years of Spanish

MuzikanalEtftIaau

Percent 2LtiaiSAIXaaAg2,212.0.

Urban Northeast
Suburban Northeast

8.19
4.99

3. 3.34 Rural Northeast
(4. 3.05 Urban Midwest
5. 2.78 Urban Vest
6. 2.75 Suburban West
7. 2.61 Suburban Midwest

. 1.91 Rural West
9. 1.58 Urban South
10. 1.56 Suburban South
11. 1.54 Rural Midwest
12. 1.43 Rural South
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ggaaji

Three Years Plus More Than

P( .gent

Three Years

gLt1Licitv and Region

1. 1(1.''9 Urban Northeast
2. 6.4i1 Suburban Northeast
3. 3.7 Urban Midwest
U. 3.7B Suburban West
5. 3.68 Urban West
6. 3.67 Suburban Midwest
7. 3.62 Rural Northeast
S. 2.36 Rural West
9. 2.09 Urban South
10. 2.06 Suburban South
11. 1.93 Rural Midwest
12. 1.73 Rural South

The Northeast substantially outdistances all other
regions

on the

44444°'percentage of students studying Spanish, with Atorit percent. (See

table 1/-4) Urban Northeastern students exceeded their rural

counterparts, hovever, by 7.37 percent -- almost three to one. Other

rural-urban differences were much slighter, bu-t rural students were neqer

ahead on percenta3.es.

Only in the Northeast did any group of students reporting 3 or more

years of French reach two percent or more. Rural Northeastern students

oudistanced their urban counterparts, at 4.37 percent to 3.54 percent.

r)rban Midwestern students with three or more years of the language were

only 1.96 percent but were the greatest percentage of any group outside

the Northeast. The lowest group was rural students in the West, with

only 0.41 percent repotting three or more years of study.
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Table V-5

F,anic

1980 Seniors
Urbanicity)

Per'cant

Ranked by Percent in Region (by
With Three or More Years of French
Three Years or yore

Urbanicity aDd Legion

1. 4.30 Suburban Northeast
2. 2.92 Rural Northeast
3. 2.55 Urban Northeast
4. 2.13 Suburban Midwest
5. 1.58 Urban Midwest
6. 1.34 Suburban West
7. 1.29 Suburban South
g. 1.26 Urban South*
9. 0.87 Urban South*

10. 0.77 Rural Midwest
11. 0.67 Rural South
12. 0.09 Rural pest

3 and 3 1/2 More Years of Spanish

Re,nk

Three Years Plus More Than

uselys

Three Years

Urban icitt and eqion

1. 4.94 Suburban Northeast
2. 4.37 Rural Northeast
3. 3.64 Suburban Northeast
4. 2.76 Suburban Midwest
5. 1.96 Urban Midwest
6. 1.84 Suburban West
7. 1.63 Suburban South
6. 1.27 Urban South
9. 1.26 Urban West
10. 1.06 Rural Midwest
11. 0.77 Rural South
12. 0.41 Rural West

The. German language did not appear to be studied much at all in U.S.

high schools in 1980. As Table V-6 shows, the largest percentage of

students with three or more years of German was 2.06 (in the suburban

Northeast), compared with almost 11 percent for Spanish and 4.37 percent

for French. In urban and rural groups, only in the rural Northeast,

rural West, and urban Midwest did the percent of students reporting

extensive study exceed one percent: 1.79 percent for the first, 1.62
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percent for the second, and 1.149 percent for the third. Students in the

rural south had least exposure (0.29) percent to several years of the

German language. Small as the percentages are, German is the only

instance of a language that in two regions of the country is studied in

aepth by greater proportions of rural than urban students, and in which

the urban Midwest outdistanced all other urban regions. Or.e is tempted

to see in this pattern the continuing effects of 19th century German

Aettlement, which tended to be in rural areas, particularly in the upper

Midwest aftik Great Plains states. Today these areas have many endurin%

German communities.

Table V-6

)nr=c,

1980 Seniors Ranked by Percent in Region (by
Urbanicity) With Three or More Years of German

More Than Three Years

EIrcent Urbanicitv and. Region

1. 1.75 Suburban Northeast
2. 1.41 'Urban Midwest
3. 1.37 Rural nest
4. 1.23 Suburban Midwest
5. 1.08 Rural Northeast
6. 0.62 Rural Midwest
7. 0.55 Suburban West
8. 0.42 Suburban South
9. 0.35 Urban West

10. 0.,35 Urban South
11. 0.27 Urban Northeast
12. 0.21 Rural South



RA.=

1.

Three Years Plus More Than

ps:cclat

2.06

Three Years

i;rb insl.tiand eztaa

Su Turban Northeast
2. 1.76 Rural Northeast

1.62 Rural West
U. 1.62 Suburban Midwest
5. 1.49 Urban Midwe.ft
6. .98 Suburban West
7. .70 Rural Midwest
S. .53 SuburbanSouth
9. ,44 Urban South

10. .35 Urban West
11. .29 Rural South
12.. .24 Urban Northeast

One might also suspect that bilingual students in Frendh-speaking

areas of laime help to account for the fact that a higher proportion of

Liorthegstern rural than urban students reported three or more years of

French. Given the large Hispanic population in the United States, it

seems logical that Spanish was the most popular foreign language for high

school students it the survey. What is surprising is that more students

did not study it extensively, particularly in the West, wh-ch reported

eXtensive study for 3.73 percent of suburban students, 3.66, percent of

urban students, and only 2.36 percent of rural students.

Advanced or Honors English and_ bath.

Most schools have some students who both excel and are very

interested in English or math; and many schools offer advanced placement

courses in these subjects so that outstanding students may be challenged

and perhaps enter college with advanced standing. It seems reast,nable to

assume that approximately the same proportion of rural, urban suburban



students would have this

participation equal that

Student responses to the

particularly in English.

interest or ability. But does rural students'

of their urban and suburban counterparts?

NCES questionnaire indicates that it does not,

Table V-7
1980 Seniors Ranked by Percent in Region by Urbanicity

Having Taken Advanced or Honors Math and English

Rank

Advanced or Honors English

Rank

Advanced or Honors Math

Percent UrbanicityargidReion Percent Urbanicity and Region

1. 30.61 Urban Northeast 1. 24.93 Urban Midwest

'2. 30.19 Suburban West 2. 24.32 Urban Northeast

3. 30.08 Urban Midwest 3. 23.98 Suburban Northeast

4. 29.59 Urban West 4. 23.56 Urban West

5. 27.86 Suburbrl South 5. 23.03 Suburban Midwest

6. 26.28 Urban South 6. 22.84 Rural Midwest

7. 26.27 Suburban Northeast 7. 22.48 Suburban South

8. 26.13 Rural West 8. 21.46 Rural Northeast

9. 25.31 Suburban Midwest 9. 21.04 Ur)an South

10. 23.46 Rural Mid'-st 10. 20.96 Suburban West

11. 22.35 Rural South 11. 19.79 Rural South

12. 21.52 Rural Northeast 12. 19.67 Rual West



When students are ranked by proportion taking (or having taken)

advanced ar honors English classes, the lowest three groups answering

"yes" were in the rural Northeast (21.52 percent), the rural South (22.35

percent), and the rural Midwest (23.46 percent). Students in the rural

West outranked students in the suburban Midwest and all other rural

stuaeats, but still ranked only 8 on the list. SinceLthe range of

ltudents reporting advanced English was from 21.52 percent to 30.61

percent, 26.5 percent is an approximate median. No group of rural

seniors attained that mark, with seniors in the rural West (25.13

percent) coming closest. Rural-urban differences look substantial: -9.09

points in-the northeast, -4.03 for the South, -6.62 points for the

Midwest, and -3.46 for the West.

Table V-6

Percent of 1980
aural and Urban Seniors Having Waken Advanced

or Honors English Classes

Alunce4 Percent Honors English

gecion anal Urban giffergagas

northeast 21.52 30.61 -9.09
South 22.35 26.28 -4.03
Midwest 23.46 30.08 -6.62
West 26.13 29.59 -3.46

Advanced or Honors Math

Region Rural Urban Differences

Northeast 21.46 24.31 -2.86
South 19.79 21.04 -1.25
Midwest 22.84 24.93 -2.09
West 19.67 23.56 -3.89



In advanced or honors math, rural students had a little better

Performance, with the rural Midwest ranking 6th and the rural Northeast

ranking 8th. The rural South and West, however, ranked 11th and 12th.

On this variable the spread in percentage points was only 5.26, so that

when urban and rural students are compared, the differences are smaller

for math than for English. The only region with more than 3 points

difference between rural and urban students was the West.

laaitInc assionunts. The ability to write clear sentences,

paragraphs, and themes is crucial for college performance and essential

for many jobs and careers. Practice in writing is widely held to be

necessary for building writing skills. There is, nevertheless,

substantial variation in the amount of writing assignments students

reported in the. survey. In general rural students were most likely of

all groups to check "seldom" or "never" when asked how often they were

assigned to) write essays, themes, poetry, or stories. With one exception

(the Northeast, where urban was .04 points lower than rural), rural

students in fewest proportion checked "frequently" when asked this

question. (Table V-9) The greatest proportion of students in the

Midi/est (almost forty-five percent) reported that they wrote for class

s6Idom or never, and the fewest proportion of these students (23.4

percent) said that they wrote frequently.



Table V-9

Percent of 1980 Seniors Reporting Writing Assignments as Seldom,
Never, or Frequently by Region qnd Urbanicity

Seldom or Never

Re212n Urban EMU/ All Students

Northeast 30.57 33.54 34.47 33.21
South 31.50 34.61 38.73 32.55
Midwest 42.23 42.98 48.62 44.87
West 40.39 39.52 43.26 40.59

Fresuently

Euip.n Urban Suburban Rural All Students

Northeast 28.84 30.69 28.88 29.91
Soutb 31.00 29.17 26.77 28.59
/Midwest 24.81 25.61 19.15 23.14
West 26.49 28.43 23.84 26.95

The greatest differences within regions on combined "seldom" and or

"never" response were in the South, with more than 7 points difference

between rural and urban students; and in the Midwest, with more than 6

points difference between the same groups. "Seldom or never" responses

ranged from a low of 30.57 in the urban Northeast to a high of 48.62 in

the -tufa' Midwest -- a difference of more than 18 points. "Fresuently"

responses ranged from a high of 31 in the urban South to a low of 19.15

in the rural Midwest.

cadent Ratings of Academic Tnstructian. Students were asked to

describe the general quality of academic instruction in their schools as

poor, fair, good, or excellent, with an opportunity tc check "don't

know." The vast majority of students -- roughly 80 percent across the
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board -- checked either "fair" or "good." But the responses at the

extremes are interesting for those who have studied rural schools and

wondered how frequently they achieve outstanding quality or flounder in

their attempts to educate students. Keeping in mind that this survey is

only about how students report on their school experiences, a look at the

responseg on "poor" and "excellent" academic instruction shows that the

Pattern is unvarying in every census region: rural students least

kequently described their instruction as "excellent" and most frequently

rated is as "poor." On "excellent," the range was from 15.80 percent for

urban Northeastern students to 9.55 percent for rural Western students.

On "poor," the range was from 4.18 percent in the urban South to 9.74

percept of the rural South. In this region, rural seniors were more than

twice as likely as urban seniors to call their instruction "poor." And

on this item generally, rural and non-rural differences were greater than

aere aifferenCes among regions.

Table V-10

Percent of 1980 Seniors Rating Academic Instruction
Good, Excellent, or Poor by Region and Urbanicity

Good and Excellent Ratin2g

glgi2n ahnn Suburban Rural All Students

Northeast 15.80 12.59 10.83 12.76
South 14.47 12.52 9.68 11.79
Midwest 10.72 12.32 9.64 11.06
West 13.14 12.25 9.55 11.79



Poor Ratin2s
Students Rating Acaemic Instructions "Poor"

itaiorl Urban Suburban Eural All Students

Northeast 5.06 5.33 6.45 5.54
South u.18 5.86 9.74 7.05
Midwest 5.77 5.65 7.15 6.21
West 4.78 4.92 5.63 5.06

Suazery

There was substantial variation in how urban, suburban, and rural

seniors described their academic coursework and the quality of their

academic instruction in the 1981 glah §sh221_Ang alyonA Study. On most

items, however, there was more variation among regions than between rural

and non-rural students. Students in the Northeast, regardless of school

location, reported more years of math, science, French, and Spanish than

any other group. Greater percentages of Northeastern than other students

described their academic instruction as "excellent," and fewest

percentages labeled it "poor." These students were reportedly enrolled

in academic programs for more frequently than any other students.

Rural students in the South, Midwest, and West were less likely than

their urban and suburban counterparts to take three years of math,

Spanish, and French. This was also the case for science, except in the

West. Nationally, very few students reported three years' study of

German; of those who did, rural students in the Northeast and West

outdistanced most other groups.



In advanced English, all rural seniors and suburban nidwest seniors

were least likely to report enrollment. Rural Southern and Western

students reported enrollment in advanced or honors math less frequently

than all other students. Rural Midwestern and Northeastern students

outranked several other groups on this item, however. Rural students as

a whole reported most frequently that they were given writing assignments

"never or seldom." They reported writing frequently less often than

ucban and suburban students.

In all regions, rural seniors were least likely of all groups to say

their acdemic instruction was excellent, and most likely tc describe it

as poor. Urban students in general rated their instruction higher than

rur71 or suburban students.

Vocational and Technical Programs

/teals from two questions in the High School and Beyond Survey were

selected for the purpose of comparing how rural and other students in

vocational or technical programs described their preparation. Question 4

in the survey asked students to check the number of years had they taken

classes in particular subjects. From the list, trade and industry and

technical fields were chosen. Question 6 asked students to indicate

whether or not they felt equipped for a job in any one of several

fields. From the list, four fields were selected: agriculture, auto

mechanics, commercial arts, and computer programming or operations.



xceirt in the west, fewer percentages of rural than urban students

re?orted enrollment in vocational programs. Participation was about the

same as greater, however, when rural and suburban students were compared

-- between 23.60 and 29.37 percent for all rural students, and between

17.99 and 29.01 percent for all suburban students. The range for urban

students was from 22.22 to 33.80. The percentages of students reporting

enrollment in several occupations appears belch?.

Table Y-11

Percent of 1980 Seniors Participating in Selected Vocational
Programs By Region and Urtanicity

g_tx_iga Urban Suburban

Percent

aura/

Trade or_Inamstilill_gccupeti2hs

Northeast 7.55 6.62 8.55
South 8.04 5.29 5.85
Midwest 8.39 6.29 5.78
West 6.11 4.34 4.77

Technical Occugatlons

Northeast 1.45 2.60 2.01
South 1.92 2.81 1.85
Midwest 3.96 2.02 1.64
West 1.78 2.32 2.70

hgricuj.tural OccuplIims

Northeast 2.26 1.93 30.94
South 3.53 3.47 43.41
Midwest 1.80 2.64 49.32
West 1.14 1.83 49.52

Generally suburban students reported the fewest percentages of

enrollment in trade or industrial occupations, although this was not true

for the Midwest. Greatest reported enrollment in technical programs was
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in the urban Midwest, the rural %est, all suburban places, and the rural

Northeast. Ln all other places it was reportedly less than 2 percent.

Agriculture, as one would expect, is the great divider; rural Western

student enrollment exceeded that of urban Western students by more than

to 1 (the most extreme case), and all rural-urban differences were at

le&st &s great as 13.7 to 1.

In two of the three fields -- traae or industry and technical

education -- data here available on the percentages of students with 3 or

mote years of coursework:

Table V-12

1980 Seniors Ranked by Percent in Region (by Urbanicity)
With 'Three or More Years of Trade and Industrial Courses

Bank Percens, UEllnicitx and Region

1. 6.41 Urban Northeast
2. 6.38 Rural Northeast
3. 5.96 Urban West
4 5.87 Suburban Ncrtheast
5. 5.59 Rural pest
6. 5.25 Urban nidwest
7. 4.92 Urban South
S. 4.72 Rural Midwest
9. 4.37 Suburban West

10. 3.60 Suburban Midwest
11. 3.22 Suburban South
12. 3.20 Rural South



Table V-13

1980 Seniors Ranked by Percent in Region (by
Urbanicity) With Three or Mcre Years of Technical Courses

Ba nit

Bank-Technical

Percent

(3 years)

Uslanicity and Region

1. 5.30 Rural Northeast
2. 4.74 Urban Midwest
3. 4.56 Suburban Northeast
4. 4.40 Urban Northeast
5. 4.05 Rural West
6. 3.26 Rural Midwest
7. 2.96 Urban West
8. 2.91 Suburban West
9. 2.90 Urban South
10. 2.75 Suburban South
11. 2.08 Suburban Midwest
12. 1.66 Rural South

In percent of students with 3 years of coursework in trade or

industry, rural students ranked 2 (Northeast: 6.38 percent); 5 (West:

5.59 percent); 8 (Midwest: 472 percent); and 12 (South: 3.20 percent).

Rural students with 3 or more years of technical education ranked somewhat

higher. Raral students in the Northeast ranked 1 (5.30 percent), in the

West 5 (1.05 percent) in the Midwest 6 (3.26 percent), and in the South

12 (1.66 percent). Students in the urban and suburban South ranked lgwer

than all others except those in the suburban Midwest and the rural South.

Seniors in the survey were given a list of vocational subjects and

asked, "Have you taken any high school courses in the following areas

which have equipped you for a beginning job in that area?"



Rural student; reported far greater preparation for jobs in

ayricuiture than did any other group, with the exception of (Northeastern

students, who had fewer "yes" responses than any grout except their

Northeastern urban counterparts. More than 16 percent of rural

Midwestern students and almost fifteen percent of rural Southern students

indicated they had taken agricultural courses equipping them for jobs;

odmost twelve. Percent of rural students in the West said the same..

Substantial percentages of suburban Southern and Western students also

responded positively to this question, 10.75 and 10.1U percent,

respectively. All other groups of students were in the range of 6.90

percent to 3.62 percent.



Table V-14

1980 Seniors Ranked by Percent in Region (by Urbanicity) With
Three or More Years in Selected Vocational Programs

Rank

Agriculture

Rank

Auto Mechanics

Percent Urbanicity and Region Percent Urbanicity and Regic

1. 16.08 Rural Midwest 1. 18.76 Rural West
2. 14.70 Rural South 2. 18.50 Suburban West
3. 11.83 Rural West 3. 18.20 Rural Midwest
4. 10.75 Suburban South 4. 10.07 Urban West
5. 10.14 Suburban West 5. 14.14 Suburban Midwest
6. 6.90 Suburban Midwest 6. 11.72 Urban Midwest
7. 5.62 Urban South 7. 9.81 Rural South
8. 5.20 Urban West 8. 9.65 Suburban Northeas
9. 4.84 Urban Midwest 9. 8.38 Rural Northeast
10. 4.28 Suburban Northeast 10. 7.95 Urban Northeast
11. 4.08 Rural Northeast 11. 7.63 Suburban South
12. 3.62 Urban Northeast 12. 6.36 Urban South

Rank

Commercial Arts % Computer Programming or Objectives

Percent Urbanicity and Region Rank Percent Urbanicity and Regic

1. 23.98 Rural West 1. 18.41 Urban Northeast
2. 22.65 Urban West 2. 17.41 Urban Midwest
3. 20.41 Suburban West 3. 16.96 Suburban Northwes
4. 19.66 Rural Midwest 4. 15.33 Urban West
5. 18.86 Urban Northeast 5. 13.81 Suburban Midwest
6. 16.26 Suburban Midwest 6. 12.73 Suburban South
7. 14.92 Suburban South 7. 11.84 Suburban West
8. 14.50 Urban Midwest 8. 12.58 Rural Midwest
9. 14.41 Urban South 9. 10.88 Urban South
10. 14.23 Suburban Northeast 10. 10.38 Rural West
11. 12.72 Rural South 11. 10.04 Rural Northeast
12. 12.59 Rural Northeast 12. 7.33 Rural South
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In preparation for work in autho mechanics, two groups of rural

Students 'nked in the top 3. Almost 19 percent of students in the rural

West, and more than 18 percent of students in the rural Midttest, 'arwerel

yes to this question. The rural South and Northeast had substantially

lower percentages of 9.81 percent and 8.30 percent, respectively. On

this item, region was the best predii:tor of being in the top half, with

all groups so ranked being in the West and Midwest. Percentages of

Southern and Northeastern students who answered "yes" to this question

ranged from 9.81 in the rural South to 6.36 in the urban South.

More students in the West reported job preparation in commercial arts

than did any other group, with rural students topping the list at almost

24 percent. Rural Midwestern students ranked 4th, with almost 20

percent. Pith fewer than 12 percent "yes" responses, rural Southern and

Northeastern students held the lowest two ranks on the item.

With one exception, rural students brought up the rear in perceived

preparation for jobs in computer programming or operations, and the other

grow; of rural seniors was not far ahead of them. Rural studeLts'

respomses of "yes" to this question were 7.33 in the South, 10.04 in the

Oortheast, 10.38 in the West, and 12.58 in the Midwest. On the other

hand, students in the urban Northeast (18.41 percent) , urban Midwest

(17.41 percent) suburban Northeast (16.96 percent), and urban Vest

(15.33) had considerably greater percentages of "yes" replies.



Other Selected Curricular Offerings

For at least a decade, communities and educators throughout the

United States have been concerned about increasing rates of teenage

pregnancies and substance abuse among the young. There has been some

controversy about schools being the most appropriate provider of

instruction on these subjects, but in many plades throughout the nation

schools are viewed as having some responsibility for teaching students to

be responsible about their health and their relationships with other

people. In the High School and Beyond Study, seniors were asked to

indicate whether or not they had taken classes in family life or sex

education and in alcohol or dry,) ztzse education. The results are

displayed in table V-15 below.

Table V-15

Percent of Students Enrolled in Family life and
Substance Abuse Programs, by Region and Urbanicity

R.1212A Urban Suburban gural Vital

Percent
Family Life orauIducation

Northeast 56.13 53.74 47.00 52.57
South 40.01 34.57 37.97 36.97
Midwest 43.44 51.58 50.76 49.76
West 58.80 58.32 46.79 55.67

Alcohgl gr Drug Abuse (1.11cAtion

Northeast 45.50 52.22 41.08 48.29
South 30.26 29.61 28.70 29.38
Midwest 36.28 41.08 34.81 37.93
Vest 44.58 47.76 43.70 46.15



Almost 56 percent of students in the West said they had taken a

family life or sex education course, but only about 47 percent of rural

Western students so reported. They lagged their urban counterparts by

twelve_ percent and their suburban counterparts by almost as much. In the

Northeast, 52.57 percent of all students answered "yes" to this question,

with rural students lagging urban and suburban students by almost 9

percent and nearly 7 percent, respectively. It the Midwest, where almost

50 percent of students reported taking family life courses, rural

students (50.76 percent) were ahead of urban students (43.44 percent).

Rural students in the South (37.97 percent) led students in the Southern

suburbs (34.78 percent). Only 36.97 percent of all Southern seniors

answered "yes" to this question, less than two-thirds as many as Western

seniors who said "yes."

Students claiming enrollment in a program on drug or alcohol abuse

krogram ranged from 28.7() percent in the rural South to 52.22 in the

Northeastern suburbs. In every region, rural students lagged other

students, with the greatest difference in the Northeast. Northeastern

rural students lagged Northeastern suburban students by about 11 points

(41.08 percent to 52.22 percent), while in the South the rural-suburban

aitference was only about 1 point. Participation of both rural and

suburban southern students was considerably less than in the Northeast,

(2/3.70 percent and 29.61 percent, respectively). Other rural and

non-rural differences on this item ranged from just over 1 percent to

more than 6 percent.
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Summary

If these vocational and "other" courses and programs could be viewed

as some sort of litaus test for rural and non-rural differences, the

conclusions would confirm the conventional wisdom that rural students in

general are less likely to be exposed to a full and diversified

curriculum. They are riot a litmus test, or course, and the data on these

subjects alone do not warrant such a conclusion. The thread running

thcough the fabric of combined data on academic, vocational, and other

courses, however, is that rural students were taking fewer of the

programs and courses thought to lead to further education and the better

jobs than were other students. In general, they lagged other students in

percentages taking oath, science, and advanced English, Spanish, and

French classes. They lagged in technical fields like computer

Programming, and on the whole they were less likely than cther students

to take courses reflecting society's concern for teenage health and

social behavior. As a group, rural students most often rated their

academic instruction "poor" and least often labeled it "excellent."

ural students in the Northeast, however, reported generally far

greater eXperience with advanced academic and technical offerings than

gther rural students; it was not uncommon for them to surpass the urban

and suburban students of other regions. Overall, Southern rural students

reported the lowest participation in advanced classes (with the notable

exception of agriculture) , and presented some of the extreme cases of

differences from urban and suburban counterparts. After the South,
1
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students in the rural West reported some of the lowest participation in

ildvaftced offerings, although they were among the front runners in a few

instances.

While the conventional wisdom about fewer courses and programs for

rural students appears partly confirmed in the responses of students to

ciuestions about their academic experiences, there is another difference

of equal significance. Regional responses to this survey were sometimes

as varied (or more so) then were responses based on urbanicity. The

extreme case of greater academic participation was in the Northeast, the

reverse was in the South. There were exceptions, of course; but the

general pattern reflects regional differences that have long been present

in education.

Combined rural and regional differences suggest that a monolithic rural

education policy would be ill-advised. Many cf the educational

shortcomings of the rural South for example, are associated with high

instances vf poverty. In the West and Midwest, the smaller size of rural

schools and distances from urban centers may have presented problems in

service delivery that are not yet solved. Northeastern students of all

types seem to be the beneficiaries of a historical regional emphasis upon

education and intellectual pursuits; but the rural students in that

region who are not receiving an adequate range of courses may be a small

minority for whom it is hard to get attention. Clearly, rural and

non-rural differences cannot be viewed apart from regional differences.



Saecial Proorams

15,-) rural students have equal opportunities to participate in

appropriate special programs? The conventional wisdom says no. Since

the late 1960s, education policy in the United States has advocated

providing appropriate services for students who are poor or culturally

ana/ot lin7uistically different from other students. Throughout the past

decade and a half, considerable attention has been directed to education

in large cities, which were thought to have the greatest proportions and

numbers of these students. In absolute numbers, of course, they did; and

the attention given to urban education was (and is) entirely merited.

So would be appropriate attention to rural education in this regard.

Rural areas, particularly in the South and West, also have large minority

an4 poor student populations. In recent decades, however, one did not

hear so much or read so much about the problems of rural minorities of

the rural poor. Until Frank Fratoe's two landmark, studies of the

education of rural Blacks and rural Hispanics were published in recent

years, there was little national data on the education status of rural

minorities.

The NCES study, however, has provided an opportunity to examine how

rural students compare with other students on participation in programs

for students with special needs. Seven special programs have been

selected from the NCES survey for discussion in this report.



ailimpel Education Bilingual programs are intended to benefit

students with a nee& to know more than one language. Hispanic students

whose first language is not English, for example, are taught in Spanish

Until they know enough English to function in classes taught in that

language. In some places, it is thought advantageous fcr English

sgeaking children to learn the other language prominent in the region,

ana thty, too, are enrolled in bilingual classes. In high school,

however, most students study second languages in foreign language-

classes. Although bilingual students speak a wide range of languages,

Spanish is the language, after English, most often spoken in tha United

States. One would therefore expect to find more bilingual programs where

there are concentrations of Spanish-speaking populations: The West, the

Florida peninsula, and parts of the Northeast. Table V-16 below

indicates, by rank from greatest to least, the precent of students

reporting enrollment in bilingual programs.

Table V-16

1980 Seniors Ranked by Percent in Region (by Urbanicity)
Reporting Participation In Bilingual Education Programs

glnA

1.

2.
3.

Percent Urbanicity, and Region

17.80
16.67
15.08

Suburban Northeast
Urban West
Suburban West

13.10 Rural Northeast
5. 11.96 Rural West
6. 11.90 Urban Midwest
7. 11.87 Urban Northeast
8. 11.24 Suburban West
9. 10.59 Suburban South
10. 9.50 Rural Midwest
11. 8.86 Urban South
12.- 7.84 Rural South
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Almost 16 percent of suburban Northeastern students claimed enrollment

in a bilingual program, as did close to 17 percent of students in the

Urban West. In the rural West, just under 12 percent of students

reported participation, compared with 13.10 percent in the rural

Northeast. Almost 72 percent of urban Northeastern students reported

being is bilingual programs. Students in the rural and urban South and

the ra.:41 Midwest had the lowest rates of particiption: 7.84 percent,

8.86 percent, and 9.5 percent, respectively. Except in the West, fewer

rural than urban or suburban students said they had been in bilingual

programs; and the percentage for the suburban West was only .09 percent

lover than for the rural group.

CETA: The Comprehensive Employment Training Act (CETA) contains

Programs for in-school youth who need job training and income. It was

especially intended to help low-income youths with high drop-out

potential. This being the case, one would expect to see about as many or

more rural as other students participating in CETA programs in the South

and West, where minority rates of poverty in rural areas often exceed

rates in urban areas.

Table Y-I6 indicates that for the South and West, this expectation

holds -- more or less. Almost fourteen percent of rural Southern

seniors, compared with 12.02 percent of seniors in the urban South,

reported participation in CETA programs. In the West, 9.78 Percent of

rural students and 9.74 percent of urban students -- a negligible

difference -- reported participation. In the Northeast and Midwest,

rural students lagged their urban counterparts.
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Table V-17

Rank

19e0 Seniors Ranked by Percent in Region (by
Urbanicity) Reporting Participation In CET Programs

Urbanicity and Rein
1. 13,91 Urban Midwest
Z. 13.83 Rural South
3. 12.65 Urban Northeast
4. 12.02 Urban South
5. 9.78 Rural West
6. 9.74 Urban West
7. 9.17 Suburban South
8. 7.73 Suburban West
4. 7.32 Rural Midwest

1G. 7.28 Suburban Northeast
11. 7.09 Rural Northeast
12. 5.12 Suburban Midwest

Talent Seemb_Andlaward gounA

Talent Search and Upward Bound are programs intended to benefit

youths who in some way are so disadvantaged by circumstances that their

talents might go undiscovered or undeveloped in the normal course of

egents. All other things being equal, one would expect to find high

Participation in these programs where minority and poor students are

concentrated; the rural and urban South, the rural and urban West, and

urban areas of the Northeast and Midwest.

Rural participation in Talent Search is greatest in the South (4.63

percent) and Northeast (4.40 percent). In both South and Northeast

participation is greatest in urban schools. In the West and Midwest,

rural participation-- except for Midwestern suburbs -- ranns the lowest

ii the nation and is less than 2 percent.



Table V-18

1980 Seniors Ranked by Percent in Region (by Urbanicity)
Reporting Participation in Talent Search and Upward Bound Programs

Rank

Talent Search

Rank

Upward Bound

Percent Urbanicity and Region Percent Urbanicity and Reg

1. 5.69 Urban Northeast 1. 2.96 Urban South
2. 5.61 Urban South 2. 2.72 Urban Northeast
3. 4.63 Rural South 3. 2.10 Rural South
4. 4.40 Rural Northeast 4. 1.83 Rural West
5. 3.60 Urban Midwest 5. 1.74 Urban West
6. 3.43 Suburban South 6. 1.68 Suburban South
7. 2.46 Suburban West 7. 1.61 Urban Midwest
8. 2.25 Suburban Northeast 8. 1.42 Rural Northeast
9. 2.05 Urban West 9. 0.99 Suburban West

10. 1.72 Rural Midwest 10. 0.81 Suburban Northea!

11. 1.65 Rural West 11. 0.76 Rural Midwest
12. 1.40 Suburban Midwest 12. 0.53 Suburban Midwest



In Upward Bound, rural participation was greatest in the South (2.10

?ercent), but in the Southern region urban students reported more

freident participation (2.96 percent). Students in the rural West

reported 1.83 percent participation, greater than that of students in

cities and suburbs. Rural Northeastern students had 1.112 percent Upward

Bound particiption, roughly half that of urban Northeastern students

(2,.72 percent). Only 0.76 percent of seniors in the rural Midwest

reported Upward Bound experience; the only group below that percent was

suburban aidwestern students (0.53 percent).

Pro

IA the South, Midwest, and Northeast, rural students had lower rates

of participation in Cooperative Vocational Education Programs than all

other students in their regions. In the West, the reverse was true:

rural students participated more frequently (8.27 percent) than did

eLther suburbal, students (6.51 percent) or urban students (4.415

Percent). Except in the South, no rural group ranked in the top half on

rates of participation in the Cooperative Vocational Education Program.
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Table V-19

1980 Seniors Ranked by Percent in Region (by Urbanicity)
Reporting Enrollment in Selected Special Vocational Programs

Co-Op Vocational Education Program Vocational-Education Work Study Program

Rank Percent Urbanicity and Rulon Rank Percent Urbanicity and Regi

1. 14.93 Suburban Midwest
2. 14.54 Urban South

1.

2.

18.07
17.91

Urban South
Rural West

3. 14.19 Suburban South 3. 17.49 Rural South
4. 13.47 Urban Midwest 4. 16.35 Suburban South
5. 12.81 Rural South 5. 15.27 Suburban Midwest
6. 11.00 Urban Northeast 6. 14.58 Rural Midwest
7. 10.89 Rural Midwest 7. 12.90 Urban Midwest
8. 9.30 Suburban Northeast 8. 11.71 Suburban West
9. 8.27 Rural West 9. 11.53 Urban West
10. 8.12 Rural Northeast 10. 10.67 Rural Northeast
11. 6.51 Suburban West 11. 10.48 Urban Northeast
12. 4.85 Urban West 12. 9.86 Suburban Northeas



Raral students did better in both rank and rate of participation in

Vocational Education Work-Study Programs. Students in the rural West

(17.81 percent), South (17.49 percent), and Northeast (10.67 percent) led

their regions in reported participation. Rural midwestern seniors (14.58

percent) were outranked by their suburban counterparts (15.27 percent)

but not by urban Midwestern seniors (12.9 percent).

Summary

It is not possible to say from these data whether or not rural

students are participating equitably in the special programs discussed.

Data on needs would have to be compared with data on participation if one

were to draw conclusions about equity; and the former were not available

fov this study. The student responses to questions about participation

in special programs do not suggest extreme rural and non-rural

differences, however. Rather, the picture is mixed. it may be that,

where special student populations are involved, rural schools in 1980

were in a position to do more than they could do about their academic

programs. The federal nature of many special programs and the national

response to minority demands of the 1960s may have given rural schools

and their clients more opportunities to enroll their students in CETA

programs, for example, than opportunities to expand their mathematics

curriculum.



Extra - curricular Activities

If any one star outglows all others in the constellation of

conventional beliefs about rural schools, it is the belief that more

rural students than students of any other type have cpportunities to

participate in extra-curricular activities. If these belief is founded

in fact, is by educational standard'', no trivial occurrence. Its meaning

goes beyond the obvious fact that involvement in a range of activities

can bring a wealth of knowledge and skills to the participant. /-a more

salient characteristic cited by students of the rural scene is that

smaller schools give more students opportunities to develop the skills of

leadership. The more ardent supporters of small schools are not

reluctant to point out how many Americans who have attained positions or

national leadership came from rural Places and small towns, where they

hod opportunities to practice and refine their leadership abilities.

But does this claim about greater rural participation have

substance? It does indeed -- if students' responses -o the High School

and Beyond Survey of student participation in extra-curricular activities

have validity. Out of 64 comparisions with urban and suburban students

on questions about (1) participation in extra-curricular activities and

(2) participation as leaders or officers, rural students led in 54 cases,

or 84 percent of the time. On questions about leadership, they were

ahead 81 percent of the time. In only one case were rural students last.
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Students were asked, on twelve items involving in-school activities,

'to indicate whether they had 1) not participated; 2) participated but not

a§ leaders or officers, or 3) participated as leaders or officers. Their

responses to 8 of these items on (2) and (3) are summarized in table V-20.



Table V-20 (A-H)

1980 Seniors Reporting Participation in Selected Extracurricular
Activities by Region and Urbanicity

A. Varsity Athletic Teams

Participated But Not As Leader or Officer Participated As Leader or Officer

Region Urban Suburban Rural Region Urban Suburban Rural

Northeast 20.25 25.39 24.77 Northeast 9.49 12.76 14.26

South 17.33 18.79 19.92 South 9.90 12.19 14.38

Midwest 17.17 22.00 23.89 Midwest 11.82 13.72 17.25
West 18.67 20.93 24.27 West 9.25 11.50 18.98

B. Cheer Leader, Pep Club, and Majorettes

Northeast 8.14 8.52 10.02 Northeast 2.53 3.20 3.66
South 10.83 11.52 15.03 South 4.28 4.72 5.42
Midwest 10.48 8.57 13.72 Midwest 3.68 3.17 6.35
West 9.28 8.49 13.51 West 4.82 3.54 5.34

C. Debating or Drama

Northeast 10.15 10.37 13.69 Northeast 1.81 2.19 2.17
South 8.55 11.23 12.49 South 2.64 3.47 3.49
Midwest 7.98 9.16 12.74 Midwest 3.52 3.03 4.85
West 10.68 10.51 13.38 West 2.85 3.09 3.76

D. Band or Orchestra

Northeast 8.29 9.95 12.29 Northeast 3.29 4.11 4.98
South 11.60 9.36 11.50 South 5.92 4.41 5.45
Midwest 9.47 11.55 15.82 Midwest 4.15 4.01 6.99
West 6.86 8.55 9.20 West 4.66 3.90 4.77
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Participation in Extra Curricular Activities, Cont'd.

Participated As Leader or OfficerParticipated But Not As Leader or Officer

Region Urban Suburban Rural Region Urban. Suburban Rural

E. Honorary Clubs

Northeast 13.52 13.27 14.06 Northeast 2.50 1.98 2.06
South 13.44 15.72 17.04 South 3.54 3.73 3.96
Midwest 11.15 13.00 12.45 Midwest 2.43 2.10 3.19
West 11.58 12.58 14.56 West 3.13 2.11 4.88

F. School Publications

Northeast 18.82 14.99 19.01 Northeast 4.10 5.68 6.07
South 9.85 9.65 16.14 South 4.20 4.44 6.34
Midwest 10.36 11.23 16.09 Midwest 3.76 3.31 7.51
West 6.81 8.89 15.96 West 4.61 3.50 8.38

G. Subject-Matter Clubs

Northeast 18.31 14.57 13.60 Northeast 2.81 3.14 3.07
South 24.16 23.29 25.73 South 5.95 7.19 6.81
Midwest 18.74 15.55 19.22 Midwest 4.48 3.18 4.13
West 16.41 15.48 21.92 West 3.72 3.97 6.80

H. Student Government or Political Clubs

Northeast 13.54 11.85 8.46 Northeast 5.30 5.44 7.11
South 11.99 11.97 12.52 South 6.81 6.05 7.19
Midwest 11.02 8.83 9.84 Midwest 5.67 4.85 8.21
West 10.11 10.49 15.74 West 7.74 6.3S 11.56
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In varsity athletics, more rural than non-rural students reported

Participatin5 as leaders or not as leaders in every instance except one:

more suburban than rural Northeastern students (25.39 percent to 24,77

percent) said they were participants but not leaders or officers. In the

West, more than twice as many rural as urban students reported they took

pert in varsity athletics as leaders. In the Midwest, almost one-and-a

half times as many rural as urban students gave the same report.

When asked about participation as cheer leader, pep club menber, or

majorette, rural students responded positively more often than other

groups in every instance, including participation as leaders. Rural

differences in the South were especially pronounced, with rural student

participation as non-leaders exceeding urban participation by 28 percent

aila suburban participation by 23 percent.

Rural students' reported participation in debating or drama was

greater than that of all other students with one exception. When

Northeastern students were asked whether they had been leaders or

officers in these activities, slightly more suburban students (2.19

percent) than rural students (2.17 percent) replied that they had been.

On the question about band or orchestra, there were only two

exceptions to rural dominance. In the South, slightly more urban than

rural students reported participation in both categories. In each case,

the difference was less than one half of one percentage point.
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More rural than other students reported membership in honorary clubs

(like national. honor societies and Beta Club) in every region. In all

regions except the Northeast, more rural than other students said they

had. participated in at least one of these clubs as a leader or officer.

There were no exceptions to greatest reported rural student

gacticipation in school publications newspaper, annual, or magazine.

Differences between rural and other students vere particularly

outstanding in the West and Midwest. More than twice as many rural as

urban Western students reported participation (not as leaders) in school

publications; almost twice as many (46 percent) said they had held

leadership positions. In the Midwest, 38 percent more rural than urban

Students said they had worked on various school publications; but the

difference rose to 50 percent in favor of rural students on the item

". articipation as leader or officer."

Except in the Northeast, more rural than other students reported

participating at not as leaders in subject matter clubs, but in only one

case (the West) did rural participation exceed that cf other groups by

more than five percent. With respect to leadership, however, the picture

is different. Only in the Vast did mora rural than urban and suburban

Students have a greater rate, 6.80 percent rural to 3.72 and 3.97 percent

urban and suburban.

In seven out of eight comparisions, rural students reported most

frequently that they had been involved as participants or leaders in
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Stuj,eat government or Political clubs. Rural Western yarticipants who

were not leaders (15.74 percent) exceeded their urban and suburban

counterparts by 5.63 percent and 5.25 percent, respectiveLy. As leaders

or officers, the rural group's difference was eves more striking: 11.56

percent for rural seniors; 7.74 percent for urban seniors, and 6.39

percent for suburban seniors.

Summetsv

In most cases, reported rural student participation in extra-curricu-

lar activities exceeded but not by dramatic margins that of other

groups. But there were notable exceptions, outside the Northeast. In

ths South, Midwest, and West, substantially more rural than other seniors

said they have been cheerleaders, majorettes, or pep club members. The

same regions' rural differences on school publications were more

striking, with rural student reported participation in both categories

sometimes more than doubling that of other students. In the South and

Midwest, considerably greater proportions of rural than other students

reported activities in debate or drama. bidwestern rural students said

they played in bands or orchestras far more frequently than did urban

students and held Leadership positions in them more often. Rural Western

athletes were far more likely to hold leadership positions on their teams

than were their counterparts anywhere else; their rate was double that of

urban students in the West. Midwestern athletes' reported rate of

leadership in athletics was also substantially higher than that of other

groups. Similar but less strong differences appeared in the greater rate

of rural participation in student government in the West.
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Differences on any one of the items would not alone be significant,

but the emergence of a pattern of greater rural participation certainly

suggests that a rural student's combined opportunities to belong to a

team or club and perhaps gain a leadership role appears to be greater

than those of other groups. A school size factor is undoubtedly at work

here since so many of the more notable differences are in the Nest and

Midwest, the two regions that still have most of the nation's smaller

schools.

School Climate

Claims often made about rural schools are that, compared with other

schools, they have closer student-teacher relationships, better

discipline, more integration with the community, and more individualized

instruction -- or at least opportunities for the last. An interesting

question is whether or not students see their schools in this way.

Items from three questions in the HisliSchool and Beyond survey of

seniors provided inf ormation on various aspects of school climate:

individualized instruction, teacher interest in students, effectiveness

of discipline, fairness of discipline, school's reputation in the

community, and school spirit. Rural students' responses to these items

indicate that they sometimes do but about as often do not subscribe to

the conventional wisdom about rural schools.
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ilacial a,n4 Students

Students were asked to indicate whether they thought the degree of

teachers' interest in their students was poor, fair, ffood. or excellent;

they could also check a "don't know column." More. students in the West

(56.22 percent) than any other region checked either "good" or

"excellent." Most differences among rural and other students were

slight, with rural students in the West checking this response more

frequently than their urban counterparts, but with a very slim margin

over the suburbs (57.52 percent to 57.36 percent). In the Northeast,

mare rural thaa other students also rated teaches: interest good or

excellent, but with fewer than three points difference at most. In the

West and South, suburban students gave teacher interest the highest

ratings, but again not by much. In the South, rural student responses

were lowest; in the Midwest, urban responses were.

On the other hand, rural students in two regions gave teacher

interest in students a poor rating more often than other students.

Almost 14 percent and more than 14.5 percent of rural students in the

South and Midwest rated this interest "poor," compared with 12.66 percent

and 12.1 percent of suburban students in the two regions. In the West,

however, only about 9 percent of rural students, compared with 11.73

percent of suburban and 12.23 percent of urban students, rated as "poor"

their teachers' interest in students. In the tortheast, more rural

(11.55 percent) than urban (1C.51 percent) but fewwer than suburban

(11.83) students gave this response.
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as

'Region

Table V-21

1980 Seniors Rating Teacher Interest in Students
Poor, Good, or excellent by Region and Urbanicity

Poor Gcod Or Excellent

northeast 11.52 47.77
Urban 10.51 49.77
Suburban 11.83 50.28
Rural 11.55 52.74

South 12.47 50.80
Urban 11.77 51.43
Suburban 12.66 52.87
aural 13.89 48.32

PAdwest 13.21 50.94
Urban 13.30 47.53
Suburban 12.14 52.26
aural 14.53 50.98

Pest 11.19 56.22
Urban 12.23 51.44
Suburban 11.73 57.36
Rural 9.05 57.52
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individualized InItruction

Rural seniors on the whole were least likely of all seniors to say

that individualized instruction was used "fairly often" or "frequently"

in their classes. On this question, individualized instruction was

defined as "small groups or one-to-one with a teacher." Table V-22 shows

thgt, excepting students in the Midwest (where suburban response was

lowest), rural students at lower rates than either urban or suburban

students replied that individual instruction was used "fairly often" or

frequently. They were also least likely to say, however, that it was

"never" used -- except in the South, where the highest proportion of

students checking "never" were rural.

Table V-22

4980 Seniors Reporting Individualized Instruction
Fairly Often, Frequently, or Never by Region and Urbanicity

Fairly Often or Frgaggntly

Urban Suburban gural ill Students

Northeast 23.10 22.10 20.21 21.97
South 28.25 26.79 26.13 26.81
Midwest 29.27 25.97 27.11 26.59
West 25.55 26.87 31.76 27.78

Never

Northeast 33.61 31.03 31.93 31.73
South 25.40 24.79 28.50 26.36
Midwest 25.39 25.06 24.64 24.97
West 26.96 23.59 24.97 24.59

,1
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With these data on high school seniors, the claim that rural

students, more than others, perceive teacher-student relationships to be

closer certainly cannot be substantiated. Further analyses of these

items are needed because the difference seen fairly slight. On the

surface, however, it seems clear that region is very much a factor; that

in some but not the majority of rural schools this may be true; and that

urban and suburban students rate "closeness" factors in their schools

about as high, and sometimes higher, than do rural students.

Sg1221 EffegIlyemas_Ing_fairngss

Substantial proportions of students throughout the nation responded

"poor" when asked to rate the effectiveness of discipline in their

schools. rn the Northeast, more than 20 percent of rural students, more

than 19 percent of suburban students, and just over 16 percent of urban

students said their schools did a poor job. In the South as well as the

Northeast, more rural students (15.86 percent) than urban (14.65 percent)

or suburban students (14.51 percent) gave discipline a poor rating. In

the Midwest, more urban students (18.65 percent) responded "poor" than

did rural (17.15 percent) or suburban (16.89 percent) students. In the

West, fewer proportions of rural than other sutdents said they considred

their schools to be poorly disciplined.

Rural students in the West and South said most frequently that their

schools were excellent in effecting discipline, but the Southern

differences were very small. In the Northeast and Midwest, urban
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Table V-23

1900 Seniors Giving Poor and Excellent Ratings to

Effectiveness of School Discipline by Urbanicity and Region

Petcent
Urbanicity eLn4 Eegion. 'Poor Excellent

Urban
Northeast 16.03 9.55
South 14.65 9.21
Midwest 18.65 8.53
West 18.55 5.08

Sqburban
Northeast 19.06 6.49
South 14.51 10.32
Midwest 16.89 5.73
west 17.95 5.05

Rural
Northeast 20.06 7.21
South 15.86 10.73
Midwest 17.15 6.74
West 17.00 8.78
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students gave the greatest proportion of "excellent" ratings to the

effectiveness of their school's discipline.

More rural than other students in all regions except the Northeast

gave their schools "poor" ratings on fairness of discipline. bore than

30 percent of Midwestern rural students said that schools were "poor" on

this item, and 27.41 percent of rural Northeastern students said the

same. Suburban students in the Northeast (28.78 percent) and Midwest

27.70 percent), however, gave similar ratings. Students in urban Western

and Southern schools were least likely to rate fairness in discipline as

poor: 19.73 percent and 19.91 percent, respectively.

Only in the West did more rural (8.77 percent) than other students

(4.78 percent urban; 5.31 percent suburban) give their schools

"excellent" ratings on fairness of discipline. In the South, fewer rural

than other students thought the fairness of discipline in their schools

rated an "excellent" check. In the Midwest, urban students were first in

proportions assigning the "excellent" rating, with rural students second

and suburban students last. The range was from 3.86 percent in the

suburban Midwest to 8.77 percent in the rural West.

Conclusions about differences in discipline among rural and other

schools must be held at arms length for several reasons. Students'

peceptions of this feature (as well as others) may vary by region and by

type of schools. It may be that some types of students are more - or

less - critical than others. The data need analysis; and several refined
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Table V-24

Isso Seniors Giving Poor and Excellent Ratings to
Fairness of School Discipline by Urbanicity and Region

tirganisitLAnd Region
Percent

Excellentpaor

Urban
Northeast 20.11 6.30
South 19.91 7.53
Midwest 25.58 6.12
West 19.73 4.78

Suburban
Northeast 28.78 4.48
South 23.80 7.70
Midwest 27 .70 3.86
West 19 .28 5.31

Rural
Northeast 27 .40 5.28
South 214.93 6.92
Midwest 30.11 4.40
West 20 .27 8.77
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comparisons should be made. Still, there is no overwhelming evidence

here that rural more than other students generally believe they are

better and mor fairly discipl, led than other students. The fact that

Western students are in some cases an exception may well reflect the

greater numbers of smaller schools in the West, but that hypotehsis

cannot be proved or disproved at this time.

Sgh221's RIRItati211_1a clamllaitv

Southern students claimed the greatest school spirit in the nation:

almost 65 percent rated it either good or excellent. In the West, 5$.6

percent of students gave one of these ratings. Rural Ltudents in all

regions except the Northeast gave fewest good or excellent ratings, but

except in the Northeast differences were about 5 points or less. In the

Northeast the rural-urban difference was 8 34 points, with high.

OE those students who rated school spirit poor, rural students were

represented in greatest proportions in all regions, but with relatively

small differences. In no case did many as 20 percent of students give

school. sprilt a "poor" rating; the range was from 12.21 percent in the

urban South to 19.66 percent in the rural West.

Rural students in a . regions were the least likely group to say

their schools enjoyed an excellent reputation in the community; suburban

students in all regions were the most likely. Rural-suburban differences

on this tiem were more than 7 percent in the-Northeast, more than 4

percent in the South, almost 9 percent in the Midwest, and more than 8

percent in the West.

1R6
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Region

Table V-25

1980 Seniors Rating School Spirit, Poor, Good or
Excellent by Region and Urbanicity

Poor Good or Excellent
Northeast 19.39 51.89

Urban 19.21 47.15
Suburban 19.34 51.71
Rural 19.66 55.99

gouth 12.98 64 . 90
Urban 12.21 68.09
Suburban 12.74 65.03
Rural 13.61 63.18

Midwest 16.26 56.76
Urban 15.84 57.89
Suburban 15.45 58.62
ti ur a 1 17.49 53.98

West 15.52 58.60
Urban 14.54 59.04
Suburban 15.29 59.04
Rural 16.12 57.113
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On the other hand, in only one case (the South) did a greater

.dportion of rural than other students indicate they thought their

Pico's' reputation was poor. In the Northest, Midwest, and West, more

hen than other students gave a "poor" rating; in the Midwest ard West,

west rural students so rated their schools' reputation in the community.

1 8
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4.16
1.93
4.14
3.59

1.03

1.28
L47
1.59

1.09
i.26
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Summary

the conventional wisdom about closer relations and greater school

spirit in rural and small schools was not supported by the responses of

high school seniors in 1980. In particular, rural students were least

likely c all students to report receiving much individualized attention

and most likely to rate effectiveness of discipline as "poor." Rural

students were generally less likely than other students to give highest

marks te, "school spirit" and "schools reputation in the community,"

although the differences were often so slight as possibly to be

meaningless. Put in no cases were total rural responseS cn items

indicating school climate overwhelmingly more positive than those of

other students. Small school differences in the rural West and Midwest

may well have been reflected, however, in the exception on some items,

where rural responses were more positive than either urban or suburban

ones.

On the other hand, certain regional differences did stand out. For

example, southern students of all types gave substantially the highest

ratings to school spirit, and Northeastern students of all types were

more critical than students in other regions about of the amount of

individualized instruction they received, school spirit, and the school's

reputation in the community.

1 -I9
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VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This study has focused primarily on numbers -- numbers of rural

people, schools and districts, students, and student responses to

questions about their schooling experiences. The effort was not intended

to be a policy analysis, but it would be incomplete without some

indication of what the numbers might imply. The data used here seem to

suggest a need for educators and policy makers to consider three elements

of education as it occurs in the nation's rural schools: equity,

curriculum, and planning around regional differences within a national

context.

EaRitx. The nation has long had a commitment to strive for equitable

treatment of the students who pass through its public schools.

Generally, a distinction is made between equitable "inputs" and equitable

"outcomes." In this study, no attempt was made to examine most "inputs,"

which are the resources -- money, teachers, and facilities -- available

for the education of students. A great deal of attention, however, has

been given to the question of outcomes: the educational level of rural

people generally, the achievement of rural students at elementary and

high school levels, and the percentage of rural, as compared to urban and

suburban students, reporting participation in a wide range of curricular

and other activities.

In the main, rural people are educationally disadvantaged, with fewer

years of formal education and higher rates of functional illiteracy than
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other groups. Rural minorities, in particular, are disadvantaged on

these measures, even whem compared to urban minorities and to rural

Anglot. Rural students in the South, Midwest and West are not, in

pcooportion to their numbers, represented equitably in those academic

ciasses leading to admission to superior colleges and universities, or in

those technical/vocational programs currently thought to provide the best

hedges against unemployment for students not planning to attend college.

The greatest differences on several items, however, were among

ragions; and those differences reflect long-standing conditions that have

resulted from historical patterns of settlement, development, and

migration. In achievement and participation in advanced offerings,

Northeastern students as a whole were the most educationally advantaged

group in the nation, followed (and occasionally exceeded by) Midwestern

students. Students in the South had the lowest levels of attainment and

achievement and usually the lowest participation in advanced course

offerings, although there were notable exceptions among Southern urban

and suburban students. Compared with their Northeastern counterparts,

Southern rural students had notable lags on most indications of

educational success. In part, this condition reflects both higher rates

of poverty in the South and the presence of large numbers of rural

minorities, who have not benefitted as much as other groups from the

nation's educational offerings. It may well reflect, as well, the

South's generally lower-than-average spending on public education.
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Small and isolated schools in the West and Midwest, on the other

hand, seem disadvantaged because of size and isolation from other

centers; rural students in the West usually had lower rates of

participation in advanced academies offerings than did either rural

students in the Northeast and Midwest or their urban and suburban

counterparts.

The rural students with most unmet nees, therefore, seem to live in

the South, the West, and isolated portions of Great Plains states. The

reasons for inequity are, like the regions themselves, different. To

achieve greater equity in the South, more attention to poverty and

lingering effects of racial discrimination seem appropriate. To achieve

the same in sparsely-settled Western and Plains states, sensitive

recognition of the difficulties imposed by small size and vast distances

would seem appropriate.

gllIII9112M. In April of 1983, the National Commission on Excellence

reported on trends in student enrollment in academic and mperFonal

development" courses. The Commission, noting that enrollment has

decline4 in the former and increased in the latter, speculated that the

trend bodes ill both for young peoples' career opportunities and for the

nation's ability to compete with other developed nations that emphasize

academic course work. In particular, some members of the Commission

offered the view that the best be for individual economic viability is a

liberal education; the current technological era requires the skills of

analysis and reflection that are best taught by liberal disciplines and
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by advanced math and science. any vocational programs, the Commission

noted, are not appropriate for high-school students, who must anticipate

a number of career change's during their working years.

If this is the case -- and even if the case might be argued to some

degree -- there is cause for concern that fewer rural than other students

ire 1980 reported taking advanced classes, and more rated their academic

instruction as poorer than either urban or suburban students. Almost

across the board, rural students had lower participation than urban and

suburban students in foreign languages, math, science, and honors

classes. Given the Commission on Excellence Report on general decline in

academic program enrollment and the National Assessment of Educational

Progress report on declining higher-order abilities among secondary

students, the relatively lower standing of rural students deserves some

attention. ?re rural students taking fewere academic classes than other

students because they are different, or because the courses are not as

available? If they are not available, and if it is agreed that they

ouTht to be, are there relatively cost-effective ways to reduce the

deficiencies? If there is a national stake in appropriate human

development, national attention to such inequities in the curriculum as

might exist seems warranted. A beginning might be a more extensive study

to examine educational opportunities available to rural, as compared to

urban and suburban students.

Planning. Like other local government agencies, school systems in

rural and small places will be increasingly hard - pressed to operate

without capacity-building ability. Although regional differences among
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In relation to this local and regional need, there is a need for a

national effort to provide rural planners with the data they need to make

good decisions. Specifically, there is a need for a national study of

the "inputs" of rural schooling. Financial resources, teachers and

physical facilities need to be closely examined in a study with the

design scphistications to analyze rural, urban, and suburban cost

differences, staffing differencs, and needs.
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